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Foreword
SC11CB diesel engine, jointly developed by SDEC in cooperation with FEV of Germany on
the basis of 6C121 series diesel engines, is a new diesel engine of low emission and low fuel
consumption. With turbocharged or turbocharged/inter-cooled, the engine power ranges from 162
kW to 235 kW. Complying with Chinese national emission standards of stage 1 and stage 2,
SC11CB diesel engine is an ideal power for applications of various construction machinery,
generator set, marine and vehicle.
SC11CB diesel engine adopts metric thread system to all threaded parts for the convenience
of application.
For better and safe operation of the engine, read and study the information and instructions in
this Manual carefully before starting operation.
Some specifications and illustrations in this publication may slightly differ from those of
your engine because of continuous improvement on performance and structure that may have
caused changes to your engine. The changes will be covered in next edition.
Your comments and suggestions on the manual will be much appreciated. Please contact our
sales’ service center.

Safety Information
1. Provide secured protective guards and covers for all external rotating parts to prevent personal
injury.
2. Stop the engine before conducting adjustment or repair to it and its drive devices.
3. Do not wear loose work clothes when working around engine or machine.
4. Wear ears plugs to prevent hurt of hearing while the engine is running in an enclosed shop.
5. Wear protective glasses, work clothes, safety hat and other protective equipment when
necessary.
6. Wear protective glasses and work clothes while cleaning with pressure air or pressure
water. The maximum air pressure and water pressure should not exceed 205 kPa and 275 kPa
respectively.
7. Do not smoke when refilling fuel to prevent burning of fuel fumes.
8. Do not smoke when checking the electrolyte level of a battery because it may emit flammable
fumes.
9. Avoid contacting electrolyte with your skin and eyes while refilling because it is acid.
10. Be sure there is proper ventilation in the place where engine is under operation.
11. Do not attempt to do repair that you don’t understand to avoid a bad consequence.
12. Remove all tools, wires and other articles from the engine before starting.
13. Wipe off any overflowing of lube oil, fuel, coolant and other liquids on the engine before
starting.
14. Adopt a proper and safety method for disposal of waste oil.
15. Keep oily rags away from the engine and put them in a fireproof container.
16. Do not keep flammable liquids near the engine.
17. Disconnect and wrap battery grounding wire with insulate tape before repairing the engine to
prevent unexpected engine starting.
18. Disconnect the battery to the engine when it will not been used for a long time or when it is
under repair to avoid unexpected starting.
19. Do not start the engine when the linkage of a governor is disconnected.
20. Be prepared for stopping air supply at any time for a newly repaired engine, and stop air
supply immediately once the engine runs away after starting.
21. Be careful when refilling coolant into closed cooling system while the engine is running to
avoid being hurt by coolant steam. Open the pressure cap only when the coolant temperature
is below 70℃.

Necessary Information for Engine Operation
1. Check a newly installed engine for leaks before starting.
2. Make good “Starting Preparation” for every engine starting. Remember not to apply any load
when starting engine.
3. Break in the engine for 60 hours before the operation of a new engine or an overhauled engine.
4. Run the engine without load for 3~5 min after starting and then increase load gradually. Run the
engine with full load only when the engine coolant temperature reaches over 75℃, oil temperature
over 50℃ and oil pressure over 0.4 MPa.
5. Disassemble the turbo oil inlet pipe of turbocharger and fill the turbocharger with 50~60 ml
lube oil from oil inlet port when operating a new engine or an engine with replaced turbocharger
to prevent the turbo bearing from being damaged because of no lube oil.
6. Do not use mixture of lube oils with different specifications when refilling.
7. Do not start the engine without air filter. Air filter can prevent dust and particles into the engine
thus avoiding early engine wear.
8. Observe engine operation and values indicated by all gage indicators when the engine runs.
Have emergent engine stopping measures and take them whenever necessary to avoid engine
seizing arising from engine overheat due to lack of coolant or decreased oil pressure.
9. Check fuel line for leaks regularly while the engine runs because the fuel line is on the exhaust
side of the engine. Remove any problems timely to avoid fire.
10. Do not run the engine when adjusting the engine belt tension and drive device.
11. Unload engine slowly to prevent the engine from running away due to malfunction of the
governor resulting from sudden decrease of load.
12. Replace the malfunctioned thermostat timely and do not operate the engine without thermostat.
13. Drain all coolant in the engine after it is stopped, especially when the engine is used under
freezing cold weather without using anti-freeze additive to prevent the block and other relevant
parts from frozen fracture.
14. Check all connecting bolts and nuts regularly for loosening.
15. Do not remove any lead seals on the engine and make adjustment at discretion. Send the

engine to responsible shops for adjustment or repair if necessary.
16. Perform daily and three-level maintenances as per the requirements and instructions of this
Manual.
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1. General
1.1 Engine Views and Information

Fig 1-1 SC11CB Diesel Engine for Construction Machinery (Turbocharged)
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Fig 1-2 SC11CB Diesel Engine For Vehicle (Turbocharged and Inter-cooled)
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Fig 1-3 Engine View and Auxiliary Arrangement of SC11CB Diesel Engine
(1) Air filter
(2) Turbocharger
(3) Turbine outlet pipe
(4) Muffler
(5) Crankcase breather (6) Fan
(7) Lifting plate
(8) Oil refilling port
(9) Fuel injection pump
(10) Fuel filter
(11) Fuel priming pump
(12) Crankcase vent pipe (13) Connection for speed sensor
(14) Pulley belt
(15) Flywheel housing (16) Oil drain port
(17) Oil dipstick (18) Oil filter
(19) Oil cooler
(20) Torsional vibration damper (21) Water pump
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1.2 Engine Identification
1.2.1 Engine Nameplate
SC11CB diesel engine has a permanent nameplate that contains important information such as
model, order number, production number, date of delivery, rated power, rated speed, etc. Record
that information in the logs of your engine or equipment to which the engine is applied and
provide them when contacting us for repair or quality feedback. The information is helpful for us
to provide good solutions to your problems.
The nameplate is usually located on the left side of engine cylinder head and near gear
housing.

Fig 1-4 Nameplate of SC11CB Diesel Engine for Construction Machinery
Keep the nameplate free from damage because the information on it is important for repair
people to get the relevant specifications of engine and check the part numbers of parts that need
repairing.
1.2.2 Engine Model and Order Number
Engine model consists of Arabic numbers and English letters with meanings as follows:
SC 11

C

B

Emission Level
Application
Rated Power (in PS)
Structure Feature (developed with FEV)
C121 Diesel Engine Family
Displacement
Shangchai Power (Brand of SDEC’s
Products)
Symbol of application：
G -- Construction Machinery

Q --Vehicle D---Gen-set (for land) P -- Agriculture machinery
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CA--Marine engine (left side engine) CF -- Auxiliary marine machinery
Engine order number consists of Arabic numbers and English letters with meanings as follows:
C B
Structure change
Structure feature (developed with FEV)
C121 Series Diesel Engine Family
1.2.3 Part Number
SC11CB diesel engines, jointly developed with FEV of Germany on the basis of 6C121 series
diesel engines, is a new diesel engine of low emission and low fuel consumption. Threaded
connection of this engine discards original inch system and adopts metric system. Part number for
the engine consists of three kinds: 1) part numbers of some 6C121 diesel engine parts and
components, 2) part number of newly designed parts and components, 3) part numbers of metric
threaded parts.
For 6C121 engine, the part number has two kinds: one consists of 6 words containing Arabic
numbers and English letters, like 6N9915, 7C3906; the other consists of 7 straight Arabic numbers
like 1007861, 1218015.
For newly designed parts and components, the part number consists of 6 words containing
Arabic numbers and English letters like 06CB003, 12AL006.
For metric threaded parts, the part number adopts part number of C6121 engine part number
plus prefix “M” like M6N9915, or part number of newly designed part plus prefix “M” like
M06CB003.
For the purpose of identifications, part numbers will be usually cast, forged, stamped, etched
or otherwise marked indelibly on the parts of SC11CB diesel engine or nameplates marked
indelibly on purchased assemblies. Look at the part number of a part carefully when repairing and
replacing. Contact our service department when you have problem in identifying a part number.
There are some suffixes “M”, “X”, “U” etc. to the part number on hardware, which are codes
indicating purchasing sources around the world. Suffix “M” means that the part is made in China.
Parts of same kind with the same part number but from different sources are exchangeable, like
6N9915M and 6N9915 can be exchanged; or 1007861M, 1007861 and 1007861U can be
exchanged. However, metric threaded parts with prefix “M” cannot be exchanged with their
corresponding parts in inch system, like M7E6167 and 7E6167 cannot be exchanged.
1.3 Engine Specifications
13.1 Basic Parameters
Type
Bore×Stroke (mm×mm)
Number of cylinders
Total displacement (L)
Firing order
Rotation
(viewed from flywheel end)
Aspiration

SC11CB
In-line, 4-stroke, water cooled, direct injection
120.65×152.4
6
10.45
1－5－3－6－2－4
Counterclockwise
Turbocharged
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Turbocharger and inter-cooled

Order of cylinders and valves viewed from gear end is as showed below:

Flywheel

Exhaust valve

Intake valve
Fig 1-5 Scheme of Cylinders and Valves

1.3.2 Specifications of Main Engine Models
Model

Speed

r/min

Power
BSFC

kW
g/kW.h

Smoke

FSN

SC11CB

SC11CB

SC11CB

SC11CB

220G1

300G2

320G2

290Q2

At rated condition
2200
162

2100

220
225

2200
235

213
230

1390
205

1200

≤2.0
At peak toque condition

Speed
Toque
BSFC
Smoke

r/min
Nm
g/kw.h
FSN

1400
880
210

1300
≤2.5

At other conditions
Outlet water temp.

℃

Inlet air temp.
(after intercooler)
Exhaust temperature
(before turbine).
BSOC
Acceleration smoke
High idle
Low idle
Injection timing

℃

Emission
Noise
Altitude level
First overhaul period
Net weight

≤99
─

50

℃
g/kW.h
FSN
r/min
r/min
°CA
(BTDC)
dB (A)
m
h
kg

£700
0.5

0.3
≤3.0
2310

2390

2530
650

750
12~19

7

Stage 1
≤118

9
Stage 2
≤119

2400
8000
960

980
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Model

SC11CB

SC11CB

SC11CB

SC11CB

300Q2

320Q2

330Q2

340Q2

At rated condition
Speed

r/min

Power
BSFC
Smoke

kW
g/kW.h
FSN

2200
220

235

242

250

1370

1390

230
≤2.0
At peak torque condition

Speed

r/min

Torque
BSFC
Smoke

N.m
g/kw.h
FSN

1400
1300

1320
205
≤2.5

At other conditions
Outlet water temp.
Inlet air temp.
(after intercooler)

℃
℃

Exhaust temp.
(before turbine)

℃

BSOC
Acceleration smoke
High idle

g/kW.h
FSN
r/min

Low idle
Injection Timing

r/min
°CA
(BTDC)

Emission
Noise
Altitude
First overhaul period
Net weight

≤99
50
≤700
0.5

0.3
≤3.0
2530
650
7

dB(A)

Stage 2
≤119

m
h
kg

2400
8000
980
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1.3.3 Engine Performance Curves

1000

Torque [N.m]

950
900
850
800
750
700
650
180

140
120
100
80
60
40

BSFC [g/kW.h]

230
225
220
215
210
205
600

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400
Speed [r/min]

Fig 1-6 Full Throttle Curve of SC11CB 220G1 Diesel Engine
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Power [kW]

160

Torque {Nm}
Torque
[N.m]

1300
1300
1200
1200
1100
1100

1000
1000
900

200
200
150
150
100
100
50
50

240

BSFC [g/kW.h]

230
220
210
200
190
600

800

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400
Speed [r/min]

Fig 1-7 Full Throttle Curve of SC11CB 290G2 Diesel Engine
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Power[kW]
Power {kW}

250
250

1.4 Clearances and Wear Limits of Main Parts
unit: mm
No.

Item

7

Main bearing journal and
bearing
Crankpins and connecting
rod bearing
Crankshaft trust
Camshaft bushing and
camshaft journal
Camshaft trust
Rock arm shaft/
bushing
Tappet bore and tappet

8

Piston pin and pin bore

1
2
3
4
5
6

9
10
11
12
13
14

15

16

17

18

Connecting rod bushing
and piston pin
End play of injection
pump gear idle
Injection pump gear idle
and bushing
Valve stems
Bore in valve guide after
installation
Oil ring thickness and oil
ring groove
Clearance between ends
of top piston ring
installed in a standard
liner with bore size of
120.65 mm
Clearance between ends
of intermediate piston
ring installed in a
standard liner with bore
size of 120.65 mm
Clearance between ends
of oil control ring
installed in a standard
liner with bore size of
120.65 mm
Cylinder liner

Size and tolerance
Bore
Shaft

Clearance

Wear
limit

Φ88.88±0.02

0.076-0.165

0.25

Φ76.18±0.02

0.076-0.168

0.25

0.122-0.579

0.85

Φ58.80±0.06

Φ58.699±0.013

0.101±0.073

0.23

4.83±0.05

4.65±0.03

0.18±0.08

0.64

Φ18.448±0.013

Φ18.402±0.013

0.046±0.026

0.20

Φ33.388±0.050

Φ33.287±0.013

0.101±0.063

0.30

Φ43.175+0.032
+0.025

Φ43.175±0.005

0.000+0.037
+0.020

0.05

Φ43.210±0.008

Φ43.175±0.005

0.035±0.013

0.08

31.45±0.08

31.19±0.08

0.26±0.16

0.86

Φ35+0.014
-0.006

Φ34.955±0.013

0.045+0.027
+0.007

0.20

Φ9.441±0.008

Φ9.408
Φ9.581

Φ9.456 (Min.)
4-0.01
-0.03

4+0.04
+0.02

Φ120.65+0.025
0
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0+0.07
+0.03

0.15

0.35～0.5

1.5

0.65～0.85

1.5

0.4～0.6

1.5

Φ120.75

1.5 Torque for Main Bolts
No
1

Description
Main bearing bolt

2

Connecting Rod bolt

3

Camshaft timing gear bolt

4

Crankshaft pulley bolt

5

Cylinder head bolt (large)

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Cylinder head bolt (small)
Adjusting screw for valve lash
Valve cover bolt
Alternator pulley nut
Flywheel bolt
Fuel injection pump drive gear bolt
Flywheel housing bolt
Bolt holding front crankshaft seal base
Nut securing high pressure fuel line

Torque
1）41±4 N·m
2）Then turn by 90°±5°
1） 4164 N·m
2） Then turn 90°±5°
55±7N·m
1) 312±25 N·m
1） 312±25 N·m
1） 156N·m
2） 250±17N·m
3） 250±17N·m
43±7N·m
296±7N·m
11±3 N·m
112±10 N·m
200±25 N·m
270±25 N·m
100±15 N·m
135±15 N·m
40.6±6.8 N·m

1.6 Torque for General Fasteners
Torques for metric fasteners
Metric thread
Thread size
(Metric system)
M6
M8
M10
M12
M14
M16
M20
M24
M30
M36

Torque
N·m
12±3
28±7
55±10
100±20
160±30
240±40
460±60
800±100
1600±200
2700±300

Torques for standard hose clamps (worm type)

Width of clamp
16 mm(0.625 inch)
13.5 mm (0.531 inch)
8 mm (0.312 inch)

Torque for clamping new hose
N·m
7.5±0.5
4.5±0.5
0.9±0.2
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Width of clamp
16 mm (0.625 inch)
13.5 mm (0.531 inch)
8mm (0.312 inch)

Torque for reinstallation or retightening
N·m
4.5±0.5
3.0±0.5
0.7±0.2

Note:
(1) All standard fasteners will be tightened according to the torques listed above, unless
otherwise specified in this Manual.
(2) Fasteners of metric and SAE inch systems are not exchangeable. Be sure to install
correct ones. Failure to do so will damage threads and parts. A metric bolt has symbol like 8.8,
10.9 etc. on its head indicating bolt strength grade, while a bolt of inch system has six short
lines on its head. Pay attention to the difference when disassembling and assembling. Fasteners
of same standard and same specifications can be exchanged.
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2 Assembly Dimension and Specifications of Main Parts
2.1 Cylinder Block
（1）Thickness of spacer plate………………………………… 9.970±0.025mm
Thickness of spacer plate gasket …………………………0.208±0.025mm
Note: For height of a liner over top of spacer plate refer to cylinder liner protrusion.

Fig 2-1 Front End View of Cylinder Block
(2) Camshaft bearing bore (installed)………………………………………Ф58.80 ± 0.06mm
Bore in block for camshaft bearing ……………………………………Ф65.100 ± 0.025mm
(3) Bore in block for main bearing (standard size)……………………… Ф96.926 ± 0.013mm
Bore in block for main bearing 0.51mm oversize………………………Ф97.436 ± 0.013mm
(4) Dimension from center of main bearing bore to top of cylinder block……383.515 ± 0.165mm
(5) Dimension from center of main bearing bore to bottom of cylinder block…153.99 ± 0.10mm
(6) Torque for bolts holding bearing cap for main bearing
a. Apply engine oil or thread lubricant to thread and washer surfaces.
b. Tighten all bolts to
41 ± 4N·m
c. Make marks on each bolt and cap
d. Tighten all bolts from mark by
90° ± 5°
Note: Install bearing caps with the part number toward the front of the engine. Be sure that
the mark (number) on the bearing cap next to the bolt hole is in agreement with the mark in the
cylinder block.
(7) Clearance between main bearing cap and cylinder block from………………………
…………………………………………………… 0.033mm tight to 0.043mm loose
Main bearing cap width …………………………165.095 ± 0.020mm
Width of cylinder block for main bearing…………165.100 ± 0.018mm
(8) Piston cooling jet

Fig 2-2 Piston Cooling Jet
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Notice: The holes in the bores for main bearings between the cylinders are for piston cooling
jets. These holes must have jets (8) installed.
(9) Distance that two dowels extend from the top face of the cylinder block……19.8±0.5mm
(10) Distance that hollow dowel extends from the top face of the cylinder block…16.0±0.5mm
(11) Depth that two dowels are installed below the top face of the cylinder block (apply Loctite
11358 to the dowels before installing)……………… ……………………… 1.0±0.5mm
(12) Distance that dowels extends from the front face of the cylinder block…………22.4±0.5mm
(13) Distance that two studs extend from the front face of the cylinder block………15.7±0.5mm
(14) Distance that two dowels extend from the rear face of the cylinder block………12.7±0.5mm

Fig 2-3 Side View of Cylinder Block
2.2 Camshaft Bearings
A--- Depth to install camshaft bearing at front end of block……0.5±0.5mm
B---………………………………………………………………154.0±0.5mm
C---………………………………………………………………303.2±0.5mm
D---………………………………………………………………601.7±0.5mm
E---………………………………………………………………903.4±0.5mm

Fig 2-4 Camshaft Bearing
Note: The camshaft bearing at the front of the block must be installed with oil holes in a
horizontal position and joint facing up within ±15 degrees from vertical.
2.3 Cylinder Liners
(1) Bore in liner (new)…………………………………………………Ф120.65+0.025mm
Maximum bore for reuse when measured near upper end of the wear surface of the
cylinder liner……………………………………………………………Ф120.75mm
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Fig 2-5 Cylinder Liner
(2) Thickness of liner flange…………………………………………………10.285±0.020mm
(3) Filler band
Cylinder Liner Installation
Put liquid soap (contain 40% solid) on bottom liner bore in block, on grooves in lower liner, and
on O-rings. Install O-rings on liner. Put filler band (3) in engine oil for a while and install it on
liner. Then install liner in cylinder block immediately before expansion of filler band.
Cylinder Liner Protrusion
To measure protrusions of installed cylinder liners over top of cylinder block spacer plate, use
the tools listed below and shown in the diagram including:
(1) Crossbeam
(2) Spacer plate
(3) GB/T 5782-M16×2×45 bolt with two GB/T 95-16 washers
(4) GB/T 5782-M16×2×150 bolt
(5) Pressing plate
(6) Dial indicator
(7) Connecting plate
(8) Gauge body

Fig 2-6
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The inspection procedure is as follows:
1) Install cylinder block spacer plate (2) and its gasket. Tight the bolts (3) evenly as per
following steps:
Step 1……………………………14 N·m
Step 2……………………………35 N·m
Step 3……………………………70 N·m
Step 4……………………………95 N·m
2) Install the measuring tool and the crossbeam as shown in fig 2-6. Tight bolts (4) evenly as per
following steps:
Step 1……………………………7 N·m
Step 2……………………………20 N·m
Step 3……………………………35 N·m
Step 4……………………………70 N·m
3) Use the dial indicator (6) to measure the liner projection as shown in fig 2-6. Measure at even
four positions close to the pressuing plate around each cylinder liner.
The liner specifications are as follows:
Liner projection ………………………………………………………… …… 0.033~0.175 mm
Maximum variation in each cylinder…………………………………………… 0.05 mm
Maximum average variation between adjacent cylinders ………………………0.05 mm
Maximum average variation between all cylinders …………………………… 0.10 mm
Make adjustment and repeat the measurement if a certain liner does not meet the above
specification. First make adjustment by rotating the liner by certain degree and measure again
according to the above procedure. If that doesn’t work, take the liner out and put it in another
cylinder and measure again. If the liner projection is still out of requirement, check carefully the
flange thickness of the liner, and check matching surfaces for bur, damage, dirt, and improper
installation of the filler band or O-rings.
2.4 Connecting Rods
(1) Bore in bearing for piston pin (new)………………………………………Ф43.210±0.008mm
Diameter of piston pin (new) ………………………………………… Ф43.175±0.005mm
(2) Bore in connecting rod for bearing……………………………………… Ф82.550±0.013mm
(3) Distance between center of piston pin and center of crankpin (new) …243.71±0.03mm
(4) Torque for connecting rod bolts
a. Put engine oil or thread lubricant on threads and nut seats
b. Tight both nuts to ………………………………………………………41±4 N·m
c. Mark each nut and bolt
d. Tight both nuts from the mark by…………………………………………90°±5°

Fig 2-7
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Notice：When installed in the piston, the crank bearing locating slut of the connecting rod must
be on the opposite side of the “
” mark in the top of piston.
2.5 Pistons and Piston Rings
(1) For top piston ring, see the table below.
(2) For intermediate piston ring, see the table below.
(3) For oil control ring, see the table below.
(4) Bore in piston for pin

………………………………………Ф43.175+0.32
+0.025 mm

(5) Pin diameter ……………………………………………………Ф43.175±0.005mm
(6) Clearance between bore and pin…………………………………0.02～0.037mm

Fig 2-8
Notice: When installed in engine, the “
” mark in the top of the piston must be on opposite
side of the“V”mark on the edge of the cylinder block.
Piston and Rings
Top ring
Intermediate ring Oil control ring
Part number
*05AL602
*05AL603
**05AB601
+0.06
***
Width of groove in piston for piston ring
4+0.04
3+0.04 mm
+0.02 mm
(new)
0
***
Thickness of piston ring (new)
mm
4-0.01
3-0.03
-0.03 mm
+0.11
+0.07
***
Clearance between piston ring groove and
0+0.03 mm
0+0.04 mm
piston ring (new)
***
Maximum permissible clearance (worn)
0.18 mm
0.15mm
Clearance between ends of piston ring
0.35～0.5mm
when installed in a cylinder liner with bore
0.65～0.85mm
0.4～0.6mm
size of 120.650mm
Increase in clearance between ends of
0.08mm
piston ring for each 0.025 mm increase in
cylinder bore size
* Install piston ring with “TOP” side toward the top of the piston
** Install oil control ring with the gap in the spring 180°away from the gap in the ring
*** Use a dedicated tool for measuring keystone type piston ring and piston ring groove.
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2.6 Timing Gears
(1) Fuel pump drive gear

Fig. 2-9 Timing Gears
(2) Step washer. Assemble the washer with large diameter toward gear.
(3) Bolt. With the timing pin and the bolt assembled correctly, apply a torque of 70 N·m to the
fuel pump drive gear and tighten the bolt to ………………………… 270±25 N·m.
(4) Endplay for fuel pump idle gear……………………………………… 0.26±0.16mm
Bore in idle gear shaft for bearing (new)…………………………………Ф35+0.014
-0.006 mm
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Diameter of idle gear shaft (new)……………………………………… Ф34.955±0.013mm
Trust plate. Assemble the plate with machined face inward.
Tighten the bolt to ………………………………………………………25±7 N·m
Camshaft gear
Tighten bolts to …………………………………………………………55±7 N·m
Crankshaft gear. Maximum temperature of the gear for installation on the
crankshaft …………………………………………………………………316℃
Idle gear for oil pump
Drive gear for oil pump

2.7 Camshaft

Fig 2-10 Camshaft
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(1) Width of groove in camshaft for trust plate h (new)………………………… 4.83±0.05 mm
Thickness of trust plate (new)………………………………………………4.65±0.03 mm
Endplay for camshaft (new)………………………………………… 0.18±0.08 mm
(2) Diameter of camshaft journal (new)……………………………………Ф58.700±0.013 mm
(3) Diameter of bearing bore for journal (new)…………………………… Ф58.80±0.06 mm
Clearance between bearing bore and journal………………………… 0.100±0.073 mm
(4) Height of camshaft lobe. Measure the lift of lobe with following procedure:
a. Measure height of camshaft lobe (5).
b. Measure base circle (6).
c. Subtract base circle (6) from lobe height (5). The difference is actual lobe lift (4).
d. Specified nominal lift of exhaust cam lobe…………………………………8.292 mm
e. Specified nominal lift of intake cam lobe………………………………… 8.189 mm
f. Maximum permissible difference between actual lift and specified lift……0.20 mm

Fig 2-11 Cam Lobe
2.8 Valve Rocker Arms and Tappets
(1) Rocker arm shaft spring
(2) Spring washer

Fig 2-12
(3) Plain washer
Install two plain washers 0.8 thick at the each end of rocker arm shaft to maintain the height
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of the spring washer within 1.50±0.25mm.
(4) Valve lashes
Intake valve…………………………………………………………0.38mm
Exhaust valve………………………………………………………0.64mm
(5) Torque for lock nut of valve lash adjusting screws………………… 29±7 N·m
(6) Bore in rocker arm bearing for shaft…………………………………Ф18.45±0.013 mm
Diameter of rocker arm shaft (new)……………………………… Ф18.402±0.013 mm
(7) Diameter of tappet (new)……………………………………………Ф33.287±0.013 mm
Diameter of bore in block for tappet (new)……………………… Ф33.388±0.050 mm
2.9 Valves
(1) Valve springs (new)
Length under test force ……………………………………………39.3 mm
Test force ………………………………………………………… 320±15 N
Length of spring at valve opening position…………………………27.30 mm
Load at valve opening position…………………………………… 680±31N
Free length after test……………………………………………… 51.86 mm
Outside diameter ……………………………………………… Ф34.2 mm

Fig 2-13
(2) Height to top of valve guide …………………………………………… 19.16±0.25mm
(3) Diameter of valve stem (new)…………………………………………… Ф9.441±0.008mm
Minimum permissible size of bore in valve guide for valve stem (new) …Ф9.456mm
Maximum permissible size of bore in valve guide for valve stem (worn) Ф9.581mm
(4) Minimum permissible valve lip thickness for reuse:
Exhaust valve………………………………………………………………3mm
Intake valve…………………………………………………………………3mm
(5) Diameter of valve head:
Exhaust valve ………………………………………………………… Ф48.16±0.10mm
Intake valve………………………………………………………… Ф53±0.10mm
(6) Angle of intake valve face………………………………………………… 60°30′+30'
0
Angle of exhaust valve face…………………………………………………45°30′+30'
0
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(7) Diameter of exhaust valve seat insert …………………………………… Ф49.4+0.08
+0.05 mm
Bore in head for exhaust valve seat insert ……………………………… Ф49.48±0.02 mm
Diameter of intake valve seat insert……………………………………… Ф54.00+0.08
+0.05 mm
Bore in head for intake valve seat insert………………………………… Ф54±0.02 mm
(8)

Angle of face of intake seat insert………………………………………… 60°+30'
0
Angle of face of exhaust seat insert……………………………………… 45°+30'
0

(9) Maximum permissible sealing width of valve seat inserts (intake and exhaust)……1.93mm
Minimum permissible sealing width of valve seat inserts (intake and exhaust)… 1.14mm
2.10 Cylinder Head and Valve Cover
Height of cylinder head (new)…………………………………………………100.03±0.76 mm
Put anti-seize additive or engine oil on bolts and tighten them according to following procedure:

Fig 2-14
1) First tighten all bolts in number sequence as shown in fig 2-14 to……………… 56 N·m
2) Further tighten all bolts in number sequence to ……………………………… 250±17 N·m
3) Next tighten all bolts in the above sequences (hand torque only) to…………… 250±17 N·m
4)Finally tighten all small bolts in English letter sequence (hand torque only) to… 43±7 N·m
Put a film of cement on the face of valve cover and the top side of gasket before installing the
cover and then tighten all bolts in number sequence as shown in Fig 2-15 to… 11±3 N·m

Fig 2-15
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2.11 Crankshaft

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Fig 2-16
Thickness of trust plate(new)…………………………………………… 5.461±0.038 mm
Diameter of main journal (new)……………………………………
Ф88.880±0.020 mm
Connecting rod journal (new) ………………………………………… Ф76.180±0.020 mm
Threaded plugs. Tighten the plugs to a torque of ……………………… 23±4N.m,
then “stake” the crankshaft to hold plugs in place as shown in Fig 2-16.
Crankshaft gear. Do not heat gear to more then………………………… 316℃
Endplay for crankshaft (new) ………………………………………… 0.122- 0.579 mm
Crankshaft seals
Don’t separate seals and anti-wear sleeves and supply them as a unit. Seals and wear
sleeves cannot be used if they have been separated.
Install frond and rear crankshaft seals containing seal and wear sleeve by proper tools with
the rotating direction of the front seal in line with that of the engine or clockwise viewed from
engine front and the rotating direction of rear crankshaft seal counterclockwise viewed from
flywheel end.

Main Bearing Journals

Fig 2-17
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(A) Distance from the centerline of the main bearing journal………………14.26 mm
(B) Dimension from line (A)……………………………………………… 28.52 mm
(1) Diameter of main bearing journal at line (A) and line (B) (new)…… φ88.880±0.020 mm
Difference in the diameter at (A) and (B) must not be more than………0.015mm
(2) Radius of rear journal………………………………………………… R5.47±0.20mm
(3)Radius of other journals (minimum)…………………………………… R5.54mm
Radius must blend smoothly with the machined surfaces of the journals, having no sharp
edges
+0.14
(4)Width of rear journal……………………………………………………40.47-0.06
mm

(5)Widths of other journals ……………………………………………40.47±0.08 mm
Connecting Rod Journals

Fig 2-18
(A) For measurement……………………………………………………… 6.05mm
(B) For measurement……………………………………………………… 6.05mm
(1)Diameter of crank pin (new)………………………………………… Ф76.18±0.02 mm
Difference in diameters at (A) and (B) must not be more than …… …0.015 mm
(2) Radius of fillet ……………………………………………………… R5.74±0.20 mm
Radius must blend smoothly with the machined surfaces of the journals, having no sharp
edges
(3) Width of journal ………………………………………………………47.69±0.14mm
2.12 Flywheel Housing
Installation of flywheel housing (Fig 2-19)
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Tighten the flywheel housing bolts to ………………………………………………100±15 N·m
Refer to Fig 2-19 for tightening sequence.
“A” in the picture is the timing hole for locating top dead center on compression stroke for No.1
piston. See Section 5.2 Injection Timing for details.

Fig 2-19

Fig 2-20

Fig2-21
Face Run-Out (axial) of Flywheel Housing
(1) Fasten a dial indicator to the crankshaft flange so the anvil of the indicator will touch the end
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face of the flywheel housing. See Fig 2-20.
(2) Put a force on the crankshaft toward the rear before the indicator is read at each point to
eliminate effect of endplay on the measurement.
(3) With the dial indicator set to 0.0 mm at location (A) in Fig 2-21, turn the crankshaft and read
the indicator at location (B), (C) and (D).
(4) The difference between lower and higher measurements taken at four points of A, B, C and D
must not be more than 0.30 mm, which is the maximum permissible face run-out (axial
eccentricity) of the flywheel housing.
Run-Out (Radial Eccentricity) of Flywheel Housing
Fasten a dial indicator to the crankshaft flange so the anvil of the indicator will touch the
inner-machined surface at the edge of the flywheel housing. See Fig 2-22.

Fig 2-22
The measurement is very helpful for analyzing radial run-out of flywheel housing. Write the
measurement with “+” or “-“ notation. Follow the steps below:
Chart for dial indicator measurements
Location of dial indicator
Line No.
A
B
C
D
Measured bearing clearance
0
Ⅰ
Dial indicator reading
0
Ⅱ
Total of line 1 and line 2
0
**
*
**
Ⅲ
* Total vertical eccentricity (out of round)
** Subtract the smaller value from the larger value. The difference is the total
horizontal eccentricity.

Fig 2-23
(1) Fasten the dial indicator in position at (C) and adjust the dial indicator to “0” (zero). Push the
crankshaft up against the top of the bearing. Write the measured bearing clearance at lineⅠ,
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column (C) in the chart for Dial Indicator Measurements.
(2) Divide the measurement from step 1 by 2. Write the measurements at lineⅠ,column (B) and
lineⅠ, column (D).
(3) Turn the crankshaft to put the dial indicator at (A). Adjust the dial indicator to “0” (zero).
(4) Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise to put the dial indicator at (B). Write the measurement at
lineⅡ, column (B) in the chart.
(5) Continue to turn the crankshaft counterclockwise to put the dial indicator at (C) and write the
measurement at lineⅡ, column (C) in the chart.
(6) Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise to put dial indicator at (D). Write the measurement at
lineⅡ, column (D) in the chart.
(7) Add the numbers in lineⅠ and lineⅡ by columns. Pay attention to the notation of “+” or “-“,
and write the sums in line Ⅲ.
(8) Subtract the smaller number from the larger number at line Ⅲ, column (B) and line Ⅲ,
column (C). The result is horizontal eccentricity (out of round). Line Ⅲ column (C) is vertical
eccentricity.

Fig 2-24
(9) For total eccentricity on the Fig 2-24, find the point of intersection of lines for vertical
eccentricity and horizontal eccentricity.
(10) If the point of intersection is in the range marked “Acceptable”, the bore is in alignment. If
the point of intersection is in the range marked “Not acceptable”, the flywheel housing must be
changed.
2.13 Flywheel
Flywheel Assembly

Fig 2-25
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(1) Gear ring
The temperature of gear ring for installation onto flywheel must not exceed to ………320°C
(2) Chamfer of gear ring
Install the gear ring onto the flywheel with the chamfer of gear ring inward (facing right side
as shown in Fig 2-25).
(3) Torque for flywheel bolt…………………………200±25 N·m
Nine bolts for flywheel installation are arranged unevenly in circle. First install the flywheel
onto the crankshaft with the marking line in the flywheel in alignment with the making line in
the rear flange of the crankshaft and then tighten all bolts.
Face Run-out (Axial Eccentricity) of Flywheel
(1) Fasten a dial indicator as shown in fig 2-26 so the anvil of the indicator will touch the
flywheel end face.

Fig 2-26
(2) Put a force on the flywheel toward the rear to eliminate effect of crank endplay on the
measurement.
(3) Set the dial indicator to read 0.0 mm.
(4) Turn the flywheel and read the indicator every 90 degrees.
(5) The difference between smaller number and larger number of the measurements taken at all
four points must not be more than 0.15 mm, which is the maximum permissible face run-out (axial
eccentricity) of the flywheel.
Bore Run-out (Radial Eccentricity) of Flywheel

Fig 2-27
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(1) Install a dial indicator as shown so the anvil of the indicator can touch the inner diameter of
the of flywheel edge. See Fig 2-27
(2) Set the dial indicator to read 0.0 mm.
(3) Turn the flywheel and read the indicator every 90 degrees.
(4) The difference between smaller number and larger number of the measurements taken at all
four points must not be more than 0.15 mm, which is the maximum permissible bore run-out
(radial eccentricity) of the flywheel.

Fig 2-28
(5) Run-out (eccentricity) of the bore for the pilot bearing for the flywheel clutch must not exceed
0.13 mm. See Fig 2-28 for installing the dial indicator.
2.14 Alternator
M6T7223 Alternator (24V 50A)
Test speed (either direction) …………………………………………5000r/min

Fig 2-29
Output (cooled):
Load the battery with a carbon pile to get maximum output to ………………… 54A
Rated output (warm) ………………………………………………………………50A
Exciting current at 24V&27℃……………………………………………………2.5 ~ 2.9A
Regulator:
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Voltage regulating range………………………………………………………… 26 ~30 V
First adjust voltage setting to………………………………………………… 28V
Then increase speed to get maximum output of………………………………… 50A
Torque for tightening nut ……………………………………………………… 112±10 N·m
Torque for tightening output terminal…………………………………………… 14±1 N·m
11BZ601 Alternator 28V/55A (for vehicle application)
2.15 Starting Motor
M8C3651 starting motor of 24V
Rotation as viewed for drive end …………………………………………… clockwise
Minimum no load speed …………………………………………………… 5500 r/min
Current consumption (draw) at no load………………………………
140 A
Minimum clearance between pinion and ring gear (when not meshed) ………1.5 mm
(1)Torque for large terminal nuts…………………………
30±3 N·m
Torque for small terminal nuts……………………………………
4 ~ 5 N·m
(2) Valid use limit of the brush (minimum length) ………………………… 17.5mm
(3) Valid use limit of the rectifier (minimum permissible diameter) …………47.5mm

Fig 2-30
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3 Main Engine Systems
3.1 Fuel System

Fig 3-1 Schematic Diagram of Fuel System
(1)Fuel tank
(2) Fuel return line
(3) Priming pump
(4) Fuel injection nozzle
(5) Fuel injection line (6) Fuel injection pump (7) Primary fuel filter (8) Check valve
(9) Fuel transfer pump
(10) Secondary fuel filter (11) Constant bleed orifice
Fuel system consists of fuel tank, fuel filter, fuel transfer pump, fuel injection pump, fuel
injector, fuel injection line, fuel transfer line and fuel return line.
Fuel system work flow is as follows:
Fuel is pulled by transfer pump (9) from fuel tank (1) through primary fuel filter (7) and check
valve (8). From the fuel transfer, the fuel is pushed through secondary fuel filter (10) to fuel
manifold in the housing of fuel injection pump (6). The pumping spring in the fuel transfer pump
keeps the fuel pressure in the system at 170~280 kPa. Constant bleed orifice (11) lets a constant
flow of fuel go through fuel return line (2) back to fuel tank (1) at speed of 34 liters per hour. This
helps keep the fuel cool and free of air. Priming pump or manually draining fuel valve can be used
to remove air in the system before engine start. Fuel injection pump (6) pushes the fuel from the
fuel manifold at very high pressure through fuel injection line (5) to fuel injection nozzle (4). The
fuel injection nozzle has very small holes in the tip that change the flow of fuel to a very fine
spray that gives good fuel combustion in the cylinder. The rest fuel in the nozzles returns and joins
the rest fuel in the injection pump back to the fuel tank through fuel return line.
SC11CB engine adopts PX type or P7100 type fuel injection pump. Both pumps have higher
injection pressure and injection rate, see Fig 3-2a and Fig 3-2b.
Notice: Replace fuel filter as specified, failure to do so will cause engine power decrease or
even damage to fuel injection pump and nozzles.
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Fig 3-2a PX Fuel Injection Pump Assembly

Fig 3-2b P7100 Fuel Injection Pump Assembly

3.2 Intake and Exhaust System

Fig 3-3 Schematic Diagram of Air Intake and Exhaust System
(1) Exhaust manifold (2) Intercooler/intake manifold (3) Exhaust valve
(4) Intake valve (5)Turbine outlet
(6) Turbine of turbocharger
(7) Compressor of turbocharger
(8) Compressor inlet
The intake and exhaust system of SC11CB diesel engine and its work flow are shown in Fig3-3.
The system consists of air filter (not shown in the fig.), intake and exhaust manifolds, cylinder
head, intake and exhaust valves and turbocharger. For a turbocharged and after-cooled engine, a
water-to-air intercooler or an air-to air intercooler should be applied.
Clean air from air filter is pulled through the inlet of compressor by turning compressor wheel.
The compressor wheel causes a compression of the air. The air then goes to the intake manifold (2)
of the engine. When the intake vales (4) open, the air goes into the engine cylinders and is mixed
with fuel for combustion. When exhaust valves open, the exhaust gases go out of the engine
cylinder and into the exhaust manifold (1). From the exhaust manifold, the exhaust gases go
through the blades of the turbine wheel and continue to expand. This causes the turbine wheel and
compressor wheel to turn. The exhaust gases then go to muffle from the turbine and then to
atmosphere.
To further improve SC11CB engine performance, an intercooler is adopted between the
compressor and intake manifold. The intercooler cools compressed air from the compressor before
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it goes into the engine. There are two types of intercooler for SC11BC (SC3306B) engine:
water-to-air intercooler and air-to-air intercooler.
An air-to-air intercooler usually utilizes engine coolant as cooling media and it can be installed
on cylinder head. An air-to-air intercooler adopts fan as cooling source and it is usually installed
on a vehicle chassis. Refer to Fig 3-4a and Fig 3-4b for system components and working process.

Fig 3-4a Water-to-Air Intercooler System
(1) Intercooler
(2) Outlet of turbine (3) Turbine
(4) Outlet of compressor (5) Compressor
(6) Inlet of compressor
(7) Cylinder head
(8) Exhaust manifold (9) Inlet of turbine (10) Cylinder

Fig 3-4b Air-to-Air Intercooler System
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3.3 Lubrication System

Fig 3-5 Schematic Diagram of Engine Lubrication System (Engine warm)
(1) Oil passage (to front idle gear)
(2) Oil passage (to turbocharger and fuel injection pump)
(3) Rocker arm shaft
(4) Oil pressure sensor connection
(5) Oil manifold
(6) Piston cooling jet
(7) Camshaft bearing bore
(8) Bypass valve of oil cooler
(9) Bypass valve of oil filter
(10) Oil cooler
(11) Oil filter
(12) Turbocharger
(13) Oil pump
(14) Oil pan
Oil pump (13) pulls oil from the oil pan (14) and then pushes the oil to oil cooler (10). From the
oil cooler, oil goes to oil filter (11) and then to oil manifold (5). From the oil manifold, oil goes to
all main bearings and piston cooling jets (6). Oil passages in crankshaft send oil to connecting rod
bearings. Oil from the front main bearing goes through oil passage (1) to the bearing for the fuel
injection pump idle gear and camshaft bearing bores (7). The front camshaft bearing is the only
bearing to get pressure lubrication.
Oil passage (2) in No.4 main bearing sends oil to the turbocharger (12) and fuel injection pump
housing on the right side of the engine.
An oil passage from the rear of the cylinder block goes below the head bolt hole and connects
with a drilled passage that goes up next to the head bolt hole. A hollow dowel connects the vertical
oil passage in the cylinder block to the oil passage in the head. The spacer plate has a hole with a
counterbore on each side that the hollow dowel goes through. An O-ring is in each counterbore to
prevent oil leakage around hollow dowel. Oil flows through the hollow dowel into a vertical
passage in the cylinder head to the rocker arm shaft bracket. The rocker arm shaft has an orifice to
restrict the oil flow to the rocker arms. The rear rocker arm bracket also has an O-ring that seals
against the head bolt. This seal prevents oil from going down around the head bolt and leaking
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past the head gasket or spacer plate gasket. The O-ring must be replaced each time the head bolt is
removed from the rear rocker arm bracket.

Fig 3-6 Schematic Diagram of Rocker Arm Oil Supply
Holes in the rocker arm shafts let the oil give lubrication to the valve system components in the
cylinder head. After the lubrication oil has done its work, it goes back to the engine oil pan.
There is a bypass valve in the oil pump. This bypass valve controls the pressure of the oil
coming from the oil pump. The oil pump can put more oil into the system than is needed. When
there is more oil than needed, the oil pressure increases and the bypass valve will open. This
allows the oil that is not needed to go back to the engine oil pan.

Fig 3-7 Diagram of Oil flow (Engine Cold)
(8) Oil cooler bypass valve (9) Oil filter bypass valve
(10) Oil cooler
(11) Oil filter
(12) Turbocharger
(13) Oil pump (14) Oil pan
With the engine cold (starting conditions), bypass valves (8) and (9) will open and give
immediate lubrication to all components when cold oil with high viscosity causes a restriction to
the oil flow through oil cooler (10) and oil filter (11). Oil pump (13) sends the cold oil through the
bypass valves around the oil cooler and oil filter to oil manifold (5) in the cylinder block.
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When the oil gets warm, the pressure difference in the bypass valves decreases and the bypass
valves close. Now there is normal flow of oil through the oil cooler and oil filter.
The bypass valves will also open when there is a restriction in the oil cooler or oil filter.
This action does not let an oil cooler or oil filter with restriction prevent lubrication of the engine.
3.4 Cooling System

Fig 3-8 Diagram of Coolant flow
(1) Radiator
(2) Pressure cap (3) Inlet line to radiator
(4) Thermostat
(5) Cylinder head (6) Cylinder block
(7) Inlet line to water pump
(8)Water pump
(9) Internal bypass line
(10)Oil filter
(11) Oil cooler
(12) Elbow (13) Cylinder liner
Fig 3-8 shows coolant flow of cooling system of turbocharged SC11CB diesel engine.
Circulation of the cooling system relies on water pump (8) on the left front side of the engine. It is
gear driven by the timing gears. Coolant from the bottom of radiator (1) is sent through inlet line
(7) to engine oil cooler (11) by water pump (8). Then the flow goes through elbow (12) to the
inside of cylinder block (6). Inside the cylinder block the coolant goes around the cylinder liners
(13) to cool the liners and then goes to cylinder head through water holes in the cylinder block and
head. The water holes are designed to make coolant flow around valves and the passages for
exhaust gases in the cylinder head. Then the coolant goes to the front of the cylinder head. Here
the thermostat controls the direction of the flow according to the temperature of the coolant. If the
coolant temperature is less than normal for engine operation, the thermostat is closed and coolant
go out of the cylinder head and back to the water pump through the internal bypass line (9). When
the coolant gets to the correct temperature, the thermostat opens and coolant flow is divided. Most
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of the coolant goes through the radiator for cooling. The rest goes back to the water pump through
internal bypass line (9).
The thermostat (4) is an important part of the cooling system. It divides the coolant flow
between radiator (1) and internal bypass line (9) according to coolant temperature to maintain the
correct engine operating temperature. Temperatures of opening and fully opening of the
thermostat of SC11CB diesel engine are 79℃ and 91℃ respectively.
3.5 Electrical System
The electrical system of SC11CB diesel engine consists of starting motor, alternator, battery,
engine shut-off solenoid or pneumatic device, switch and indicator or instrument. See Fig 3-9 for
starting circuit. OEMs should choose parts and arrange wiring according to relevant specifications
of automobile electrical units. Users should carefully read this Manual and the manual provided by
the automobile manufacturers before operating engine.

Fig 3-9 Schematic Diagram of Starting Motor Circuit
3.5.1 Starting Motor
Starting motor is a DC series exciting type with pinion and solenoid switch. It is charged by the
battery with specified capacity. The motor has rated starting voltage of 24V and rated starting
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power of 7.5kW with two lines connection. The starting time is short no longer than 0.5 minutes.
Interval of each starting is more than 2 minutes to ensure the starting motor to get enough cooled
and the battery to return to its normal capacity. The speed at which the starting motor drives the
engine is subject to output power of the starting motor and the capacity, as well as electric charge
of the battery. Pull-in current of the control switch is no more than 60A and hold-in current of coil
no more then 20A. The starting system must be equipped with starting relay with contacting load
capacity no less than 90A. The front of the starting motor is partially sealed to ensure no splashed
oil into the motor.
3.5.2 Alternator
Alternator is an integrated type of self-exciting without brush and with voltage regulator
inside. There are two types of wire connection: single wire connection and double wire connection
(the negative terminal can be connected to any location on engine as convenient). Alternator
should work in parallel with battery. R terminal can be used for timer or for other control devices.
Refer to Fig 3-10 for output voltage wave of R terminal with output current no more than 1A.
Fig 3-10 Electric wave of R Terminal’s Output Voltage

3.5.3 Battery
Battery is equipped by user. Battery with capacity of no less then 180Ah is required. Battery
with large capacity or with high rate of electricity discharge must be used when engine operates in
the area with ambient temperature below -15℃ and altitude level above 3000 meters. It is good
for battery service life if it is in high electric charge for a long time. Batter in low electric charge
for a long time will have less service life and will cause damage to starting motor.
3.5.4 Shut-Off Solenoid
There are two types of shut-off solenoid all with rated voltage of 24V: stopping fuel supply
when being energized and stopping fuel supply when being not energized. The former type is
shorter working type with maximum working time no more than 60s, working current no more
than 8A and button switch with load capacity no less than 10A, while the later type is longer
working type with maximum current no more than 50A (total of pulling current plus maintaining
current), relay switch with contacting load capacity no less than 80A. Refer to Fig 3-9 for wire
connection.
3.5.5 Wires Arrangement
The cross sections of wires for starting motor and battery must be no less than 50 mm2. The
cross sections of circuit wires for starting motor solenoid switch and alternator must be no less
then 4mm2, and the cross sections of other circuit wires no less than 2.5mm2. Wires and
connections should be secured with minimum contacting resistance. Wire arrangement shall
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ensure the wires to be well connected, insolated and secured.
3.6 Ads for Engine Start at Low Temperature
SC11CB diesel engines can start at as low temperature as –15℃ without any aid. Cold starting
aid must be used when temperature is below -15℃. In addition, the cold starting aid will help
eliminate white smoke during engine warm-up period after starting.
The aid consists of glow plug, solenoid, fuel inlet line, electronic controller, relay, temperature
sensor and indicating light.
Notice: Ether cannot be used with this apparatus!

Fig 3-11 Diagram of Cold Starting Aid Circuit
P---Glow plug
D---Solenoid
RT---Water temperature sensor
+
+
DL—Indicating light
D ---D end of alternator
RU---Fuse
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K---Relay
C---Controller

4 Engine Operation
4.1 Fuel
Use light diesel fuel, which used for high-speed diesel engine and compliant with China
national standard GB252-2000, for SC11CB diesel engine. For SC11CB diesel engine used
outside China, adopt NO.1-D and NO.2-DN required by ASTMD975.
Selection of oil grade is determined by the lowest ambient working temperature. The solid
point of fuel must be at least 6℃ lower than ambient operation temperature to avoid difficulty in
starting and operation. If ambient temperature is 0℃, select fuel of grade –10.
Specification of Light Diesel Fuel（GB252－2000）
Item
Color
Oxidation stability, total dissoluble,
mg/100mL
Sulfur content, %(m/m)
Water content，%(V/V)
Acid, mgKOH/100mL
10％ steamed sedimentary carbon，%(m/m)
Ash content, %(m/m)
Copper slice erosion at 50℃ for 3 hrs, level
Mechanical impurity content
Viscosity of kinematics at 20℃, mm2/s
Solid point, ℃
Condensation point, ℃
Flash point （closed），℃
Cetane number
Distillation:
Temperature of 50％distillation, ℃
Temperature of 90％distillation, ℃
Temperature of 95％distillation , ℃
Density at 20℃, kg/m3

10

5

Grade
-10
≤ 3.5

0

-20

-35

-50

≤2.5

≤ 10
≤12

3.0~8.0
≤5
≤0
≤8
≤4
≥55

≤0.2
≤Trace
≤7
≤0.3
≤0.01
≤1
None
2.5~8.0
≤-10
≤-20
≤-5
≤-14

1.8~7.0
≤-35
≤-50
≤-29 ≤-44
≥45

≥45
≤300
≤ 355
≤365
Measured

4.2 Lubrication Oil
Function of engine lube oil is to lubricate and cool moving parts, take away impurity, and keep
parts from rust and corrosion. Since lube oil is vital to engine operation and service life, it is
important to choose oil with correct grade and specification as specified.
Lube oil of CF grade or above is required for SC11CB diesel engine. Lube oil of CD grade
can replace that of CF grade when the engine is used for construction machinery and when oil of
CF grade is not available. We recommend 15W/40CF-4 for most areas, and 10W/40CF-4 for
ambient temperature below -15℃ to have easy starting and sufficient lubrication. Lube oil of
5W/50SJ/CF-4 or lube oil of suitable signal grade is required for freezing cold areas where an
engine often operates under ambient temperature below -23℃ and no measures taken to keep
engine warm after stopping,. Selection of lube oil with correct viscosity is determined by the
lowest and highest ambient operation temperatures. The table below shows relationship between
lube oil viscosity and ambient temperature for your reference. In cold whether, check dipstick for
oil viscosity before starting engine. If the oil on the dipstick can drip freely, it indicates that the oil
will have a normal circulatory flow; if not, choose oil with viscosity suitable for lower ambient
temperature.
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Relationship between viscosity of lube oil and ambient temperature
Viscosity
SAE30
SAE40
SAE5w-20
SAE10w-30
SAE15w-40

Suitable to ambient temperature, ℃
From
To
0
40
5
50
-25
10
-20
40
-20
50

Clean lube oil is required for refilling. Keep water away from lubrication system when refilling.
Clean the lubrication system thoroughly before filling different branded lube oil.
Notice: Do not use mixtures of different branded oils.
4.3 Coolant
Coolant with correct mixture of: ·Water

·Antifreeze

·Antirust

Each above content should be in specified proportion in order to ensure proper function of
cooling system.
Filling water
Filling water should be soft water or processed tap water. Do not fill unprocessed water from
river, lake, or sea or other unprocessed hard water.
Requirements on water for cooling system are below:
Requirements on water for cooling system
Matter in water
50％antifreeze＋50％water
100％water
Chloride
100 ppm or less
50 ppm or less
Sulfate
100 ppm or less
50 ppm or less
Inorganic salt (such as
200 ppm or less
100 ppm or less
calcium carbonate)
Soluble solid
500 ppm or less
250 ppm or less
PH number
6.5 or high
6.5 or higher
ppm=parts per million
Antifreeze
Use ethylene glycol as antifreeze additive and mix antifreeze additive with water as specified
above. The amount of antifreeze additive in coolant must be enough for the coolant to meet the
anti-freeze requirement at the lowest anticipated ambient temperature. The table below shows
proper concentrations of antifreeze additive for different antifreeze temperatures. Be very careful
when coolant with antifreeze additive of over 60% has to be used.
Concentration of ethylene glycol antifreeze additive
Antifreeze temperature
To-15℃
To-23℃
To-37℃
To-51℃

Concentration
30％antifreeze ＋ 70％water
40％antifreeze ＋ 60％water
50％antifreeze ＋50％water
60％ antifreeze ＋ 40％water
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Notice: Never use 100% antifreeze additive as coolant.
Record antifreeze and antirust additive to be used in a work log or maintenance book whenever
adding or replacing coolant. Add the additive of antifreeze and antirust of same brand as in the
coolant system when maintaining the concentrations of additive in coolant or performing engine
maintenance.
Replace coolant containing antifreeze and antirust additive periodically. Changing interval is as
specified in the instructions by antifreeze and antirust additive manufacturer or every 2000
operating hours or every 2 years (whichever comes first). Drain up coolant in engine coolant
system and clean the system thoroughly. Refer to Section 6.1.1 for cleaning.
Do not mix different branded antifreeze and antirust additive. Clean the cooling system
thoroughly if another branded antifreeze and antirust additive has to been used.
To prevent personal injury, avoid contacting antifreeze and antirust additive with skin and eyes
when adding.
4.4 Starting
Preparation before starting
(1) Perform required daily and other periodic maintenances before starting engine. Make a walk
around and have a visual inspection of the engine and starting system in order to find and remove
problems timely if any. It takes a few minutes, but helps prevent major repairs at late date.

(2) Check the service indicator of air filter.
If the red piston locks in the visible position,
service the air filter.
Notice: To prevent early wear engine,
never start the engine without air filter.

Fig 4-1

(3) Check the coolant level in radiator.
Maintain the coolant level within 10~15 mm
below the bottom of the radiator fill pipe.
(4) Check oil pan for oil level. Maintain the oil
level between FULL and ADD marks in the dipstick.

Fig 4-2

Add oil when necessary.
(5) Engine fuel system has air inside after the
engine has stopped working for many days or when
it has just had a new fuel filter. Fill fuel and bleed air
in the fuel system.
(6) Check starting motor connecting wires for
condition.
(7) Be sure that all protective devices are installed
in place and throttle linkage and drive devices are
Fig 4-3
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Starting procedure
(1) Be sure to complete all necessary preparation and inspection before starting.
(2) Disconnect load from the engine. Place transmission in neutral if engine transfers power
through it. Disconnect clutch if equipped. For generator sets, open the main electrical circuit
breaker.
(3) Place throttle in half engine speed position and move throttle rack to supply position.
(4) Turn electric key to “ON” position before starting. Cold starting aid starts to work if
equipped. The heating lasts over 50 seconds after indicating light DJ is on. Start the engine when
the indicating light flashes. The preheating device will stop working if no starting is performed
within 30 seconds or the engine fails to start successfully within 30 seconds. Turn the key to
“OFF” position and wait for 5 seconds before making another starting, and repeat the above
process.
Turn the start switch to “START” position and hold it until engine starts within 30 seconds. If
the engine fails to start within 30 seconds, release the switch and wait for 2 minutes to let the
starting motor cool down before using it again.
(5) After engine has been started, run engine at idle for 3 to 5 minutes or until temperature gage
indicator shows that coolant temperature has begun to rise.
(6) Do not apply load to engine or increase engine speed until the oil pressure gages indicates
normal oil pressure. Oil pressure should rise to normal within 15 seconds after the engine has been
started. If oil pressure is not indicated on gauge within 15 seconds, stop the engine immediately
and find out cause in order to prevent the engine from damage.
(7) Run the engine at low load until all systems reach required operating temperatures. Check
all gauge indicators during warm up period.
4.5 Engine Operation and Stopping
Engine operation
(1) Place throttle linkage in half engine speed
position.
(2) Engage the engine with driven equipment
(3) Check engine instruments and equipment.
(4) Place the throttle linkage to high-speed
(full load) position.

Fig 4-4

(5) Apply load to driven equipment.

Engine Stopping
Stopping the engine immediately after it has been working under load can result in engine
overheated and early engine parts worn. Comply with the following procedure so as to allow
the engine to cool down before stopping to avoid coking of the oil caused by too high
temperature at the intermediate housing of turbocharger.
(1) Reduce engine load and speed gradually.
(2) Idle the engine for 5 minutes.
(3) Stop the engine.

Five M inute s

Id le

Fig 4-5
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5. Checking and Adjustment
5.1 Valve Lash
Checking and adjusting valve lash should be done after the engine has been stopped and cooled
down.
For a new or overhauled engine, first valve lash checking and adjustment should be performed at
the first oil change (250 hours of operating time) because engine break-in will cause valve lash change.
Regular checking and adjustment shall be carried out every 2000 operating hours or when necessary.
5.1.1 Checking Valve Lash
(2) Clean the valve cover and top surface
of the cylinder head to prevent dirt from
entering valve train.
Fig 5-1
Intake valve
Fig 5-1

(3) Remove the valve cover.

Fig 5-2
(4) Remove the starting motor
and install the turning shaft and gear
of a barring tools. Remove the
timing hole plug.

Fig 5-3
(5) Turn flywheel so that the intake and
exhaust valves of No.1 cylinder are closed
and the plug hole in flywheel housing is in
alignment with the hole in the flywheel. Then
screw the timing bolt into the flywheel. This
will put the piston of No.1 cylinder at top
dead center (TDC) on the compression stroke.
Fig 5-4
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Flywheel

Exhaust valve

(1) Stop and cool down the engine

(6) Measure the lashes of the valves listed in Table1:
Table 1
Measuring the valves closed when No.1 cylinder piston at
TDC on the compression stroke
Valve
Cylinder
Intake
1－2－4
Exhaust
1－3－5
Table 2
Measuring the valves closed when No.1 cylinder piston at
TDC on the exhaust stroke
Valve
Cylinder
Intake
3－5－6
Exhaust
2－4－6
Required valve lash
Intake……………………0.38mm±0.07mm
Exhaust……………………0.64mm±0.07mm
Adjustment is needed when valve lashes exceed the above values.
(7) Remove the timing bolt from the flywheel.
(8) Turn the flywheel 360 degrees and install the timing bolt into flywheel again. At this point, No.1
cylinder piston is at tope dead center on exhaust stroke.
(9) Measure the lashes of valves listed in Table 2.
(10) Remove the timing bolt from the flywheel and put the plug back to the flywheel housing
timing hole.
(11) Remove the barring tools and install the starting motor.
5.1.2 Adjustment of Valve Lashes

(1) Loosen rocker arm
locknuts on the adjusting
screws.

Fig 5-5
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(2) Turn the adjusting screws
until the valve lashes reach the
required values.

Fig 5-6

(3) Tighten the nuts to 29±7 N·m
after the adjustment.
(4) Measure the valve lashes again to
make sure they meet the requirements.

Fig 5-7

5.1.3 Observation of Valve Rotation
Observe the valve rotation after the above adjustment and before
installing the valve cover.
(1) Start and idle the engine.
(2) Observe the valves rotating.
(3) The valves should rotate a little when
they open and close. Check and replace
valve rotating devices if they fail to work.
(4) Stop the engine and check the valve
cover gasket. Replace the gasket if it is

Fig 5-8

damaged. Install the valve cover and tighten
bolts to 11±3 N·m
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5.2 Checking Fuel Injection Pump Timing
5.2.1 Locating TDC for No. 1 Cylinder Piston on Compression
Stroke
The piston of No.1 cylinder at top dead center (TDC) on
the compression stroke is starting point for checking and
adjusting injection timing. Locate that point as per following
instructions and procedures:
The engine is viewed from the flywheel end when
direction of crankshaft rotation is given (counterclockwise).
Turn the crankshaft in required direction to make sure that
the free clearances between timing gears are eliminated when
locating the top dead center.
(1) Remove the valve cover and prevent dirt from entering
the valve train.
(2) Remove the starting motor, install the barring tools as

Fig 5-9

shown and remove the plug from the flywheel housing.
(3) Turn the flywheel counterclockwise so that intake and exhaust valves of No.1 cylinder are
closed. You can move the rocker arms of intake and exhaust valves of No.1 cylinder up and down
with your hand. Put the timing bolt into the flywheel through the flywheel housing. If the bolt can be
screwed into the hole in the flywheel, No.1 cylinder piston is at top dead center on compression stroke.
If the piston has passed TDC, turn the flywheel clockwise over 60 degrees first to eliminate the gear
clearances, and then turn the flywheel counterclockwise slowly until the bolt can be screwed into the
flywheel.
(4) The intake and exhaust valves of No.1 cylinder are closed if No.1 cylinder piston is at TDC on
the compression stroke. If it is not so, No.1 cylinder piston is at TDC on exhaust stroke. You need to
remove the timing bolt and turn the crankshaft counterclockwise 360 degrees. Turn the crankshaft
slowly when it is approaching 360 degrees. Put the timing bolt again. At this point, No.1 cylinder
piston is at TDC on compression stroke.
5.2.2 Checking and Adjusting Fuel Injection Timing
Determine fuel pump timing after completion of locating TDC on compression stroke for No.1
cylinder piston.
5.2.2.1 Procedure for adjusting the injection timing of the fuel pump to be installed on the engine:
(1) Locate No.1 cylinder piston at TDC on compression stroke as per the procedures stated in (1)
~(4) of Section 5.2.1.
(2) Turn fuel pump camshaft, and put the timing pin ofφ6 into the clutch and corresponding timing
hole in indicating disc, and then install the fuel pump onto the engine.
(3) Install the fuel pump gear and screw the timing pin into the timing hole on the gear, then make
adjustment. Applying a clockwise torque to the fuel pump gear to make the gear fully engaged. Then
tighten four pressing bolts in diagonal sequence twice to the torque of 50±5 N·m.
(4) Remove the timing pins from the fuel pump and the flywheel.
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5.2.2.2 Procedures for adjusting the injection timing of the fuel pump on the engine:
(1) Locate the top dead center on compression piston for No. 1 cylinder piston according to the
procedure stated above in (1) to (4) of Section 5.2.1. Remove the cover plate for the pump gear on the
gear housing and install the timing pin ofφ6 into the timing holes in the gear and the pump flange.
And install the timing bolt into the timing hole in the flywheel housing. If the bolt can be installed in
the timing hole in the flywheel, the timing of fuel injection pump is correct. If the timing bolt does not
go into the timing hole in the flywheel, the timing of the fuel injection pump is not correct. Follow the
steps below and adjust the timing of fuel injection pump.
(2) Loosen four bolts that hold the pump gear to the fuel pump flange, and turn the pump camshaft
slowly until the timing pin goes through the holes in the gear, flange and the plate on the pump shaft.
(3) Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise slowly until the timing bolt goes into the timing hole in
the flywheel.
(4) Align the four bolt holes in the gear with four thread holes in the pump flange. Tighten four
pressing bolts twice in diagonal sequence to the torque of 50±5 N·m.
(5) Remove the timing bolt from the flywheel and the timing pin from the pump.
(6) Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise two revolutions. If the timing bolt can be installed in the
flywheel and the timing pin can be installed in the fuel pump camshaft, the timing is correct.
(7) If either the timing pin or timing bolt cannot be installed, repeat the above steps to make another
adjustment until correct timing of the injection pump is obtained.

Fig 5-10 Installation of Fuel Injection Timing Bolt
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Fig 5-11 Fuel Injection Pump Timing Gear

5.3 Fuel Injection Nozzles
The tools showed in the Fig 5-12 are required for
testing and checking fuel injection nozzles.
Be sure to use clean light fuel for testing nozzles.
Dirty fuel will damage internal parts of the nozzles.
To get proper testing result, the temperature for
testing fuel should be 18～24℃.
SC11CB diesel engine adopts the fuel injection
Fig 5-12 Adjusting Fuel Nozzles

nozzle that can be disassembled and washable.
Following tests can be carried out to check if a nozzle
has proper function for reuse.

1. Fuel nozzle assembly
A. Adapter

(1) Nozzle opening pressure test

B. Pressure gage (0~6900 kPa)

(2) Disassembly and cleaning

C. High pressure fuel line assembly

(3) Leakage test

D. Pressure gage (0~34500 kPa)

(4) Injection spray quality test

E. Gauge protector valve for gauge D

(5) Nozzle couple leakage test

F. Transparent pipe
G. Gauge protector valve for gauge B
H. Switch valve
J. Fuel collector
K. Fuel pump control valve

5.3.1 Opening Pressure Test
Install the nozzle assembly on test bench with the
tip of the nozzle facing downward to fuel collector
and connect the nozzle to the high pressure line
assembly. Install transparent pipe F over the
collector as showed in Fig5-12 to have clear
observation of injection spray. Pump fuel slowly
with priming pump until the fuel nozzle just begins
to open. Read the maximum just as fuel flows out
of the tip of nozzle.
Required nozzle opening pressure：
28～29.4MPa.
If the measured opening pressure is not in this
range, make adjustment by changing washer ①.
Don’t use the nozzle if its opening pressure does
not meet the requirement.
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Fig 5-13 Removal of Seal and Washer

5.3.2 Nozzle Disassembly and Cleaning
(1)Nozzle can be disassembled after its
tightening cap ④ is removed. Clean main parts like
needle valve, adjusting spring, adjusting washers,
nozzle housing, etc.
(2)Use brass wire brush to clean off the carbon
on the tip. Be sure not to damage the nozzle body
while cleaning. Do not use steel wire brush or other
hard tools, for they will scrub off protective coating
of the nozzle or cause burs, which will hurt engine
performance.

Fig 5-14 Removal of Bleed Screw and Seal

(3) Dry the parts after cleaning and assemble
them. Put the same number of pressure adjusting
washes as before cleaning. Do not increase or
decrease the number of the washers.
Note:
a. Tighten the cap to 39~49 Nm. Check the
torque with torque wretch in the direction of
torque enhancement.
b. Immerge the assembled nozzle in diesel
fuel. Fill the fuel injection system with
nitrogen of 3.92 ±0.25 MPa in pressure for
over 5 minutes. No leak is allowed during the
test.

Fig 5-15 Nozzle Ready for Test

c. Spray test is performed on the test bench
as shown in Fig 5-15.

5.3.3 Nozzle Leakage Test
Clear off fuel on the tip and body of
nozzle with clean rag. Pump fuel to the
nozzle. The maximum permissible pressure
drop is 25% of the required opening pressure
within 5 seconds when fuel pressure is 1MPa
lower than the opening pressure.
Fig 5-16 Good Nozzle with Even
Distributed Spray (Use again)
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5.3.4 Fuel Spray Quality Test
Supply fuel to the nozzle by priming
pump or gear pump and check spray quality
by making the nozzle inject fuel 40~80
times per minute. Injected fuel must be in
fine spray without visible splashing fuel
particulate or continuous beam or local
unevenness. Visible fuel thread in spray is

Fig 5-17 Typical Discharge with Horizontal
Distribution (Replace the nozzle)

permissible.
5.3.5 Nozzle Couple Seal Test
Test pressure must be maintained stable and
2MPa lower than the required opening pressure.
No leakage at nozzle tip or end face within 2.5
seconds is permissible. Typical sprays are shown
in Fig 5-16 to Fig 5-19. The spray shown in Fig
5-16 is good. The sprays shown in Fig 5-17, Fig

Fig 5-18 Typical Discharge with Vertical
Distribution Orifice (Replace the nozzle)

5-18 and Fig 5-19 have unevenness and poor
distribution either in vertical direction or
horizontal direction.

5.4 Lubrication System
Typical troubles in lubrication
system are as follows:
·Too much oil consumption
·Oil pressure low
·Oil pressure high

Fig 5-19 Typical discharge of Restricted
Orifice (Replace the nozzle)

·Too much bearings wear

5.4.1 Oil Consumption High
Oil leakage on outside of engine
Check front and rear crankshaft seals for oil leakage.
Check oil pan gasket, valve cover gasket, gear housing cover plate gasket, seal between flywheel
housing and cylinder block and all connections in lubrication system for oil leakage.
Check oil inlet and outlet pipes of turbocharger for oil leakage.
Check crankcase breather pipe for oil leakage. If there is oil leakage, it can be caused by
combustion gas leakage around the pistons due to worn piston rings.
Blocked crankcase breather pipe by dirt also contributes to high gas pressure in the crankcase,
which leads leakage at gasket.
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Oil leakage into combustion area of cylinders
Oil leakage into the combustion area of the cylinders can be the cause of blue smoke. There are four
possible ways for oil leakage into the combustion area of the cylinders:
(1) Oil leakage between worn valve guides and valve stems.
(2) Worn or damaged piston rings or dirty oil return holes,
(3) Compression ring or/and intermediate ring not installed correctly; and
(4) Oil leakage at the seal rings of impeller and wheel ends on turbocharger shaft.
Too much oil consumption can also be the results of oil with wrong viscosity used, or/and oil with
decreased viscosity caused by fuel leakage into crankcase or high temperature due to overheated
engine.
5.4.2 Lube Oil Pressure Low

700

(1) First check the specification of the lube oil

Max. Permissible
oil pressure

600
Oil Pressure(kPa)

used. Lube oil with low viscosity will lead to low
lube oil pressure.
(2) Check the level of lube oil in the crankcase.
Add lube oil if the level is too low. Too low oil
level will cause the oil pump unable to supply
enough lubrication to the engine components. Add
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Permissible oil
pressure range

400
300

20 0

200

lube oil to required level.

Min. Permissible
oil pressure

100

(3) Check lube oil pressure gauge indicator for
function. If it works properly, it will show that the

400

lube oil pressure in the oil manifold (oil gallery) is
within required range when the oil temperature

800

1200 1600 2000 2400
Engine Speed(r/min)

Fig 5-20

reaches 99℃.

Notice:
Oil temperature before oil cooler must not exceed 115℃ during engine operation
(4) Oil pump does not work correctly. This can be attributable to following factors: 1) the
inlet screen of the supply tube for the oil pump have a restriction; causing cavitation when
the pump sucks oil (low pressure bubble suddenly made in liquids by mechanical force) and
oil pressure loss; 2) air leaks at the supply side of the oil pump, casing cavitation and oil
pressure loss; 3) pressure control of bypass valve is not set properly, causing the system
pressure fail to meet requirement; and 4) oil pump gear is much worn, causing reduction in
oil pressure.
.
(5) Oil pressure will decrease if the bypass valves of the oil filter and oil cooler are held
in the open position, or oil filter or/and oil cooler has a restriction. Replace oil filter or/and
oil cooler to solve the problem.
(6) If there is much clearance between bearings or broken/cracked oil tube, find out and
remove defects.
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5.4.3 Oil Pressure High
Oil pressure will be high if the bypass valve for the oil pump cannot move from the closed
position. Replace the bypass assembly.
5.4.4 Too Much Bearing Wear
When some component bearings of the engine show wear in a short time, the cause can be a
restriction in oil passages to the bearings. A broken oil pipe can also be the cause. Check all oil
pipes for damage, crack and leakage, and connections for leakage.
When many component bearings of the engine show wear, the incorrect oil, improper
maintenance, dirty oil can be the causes. Check oil used for qualification and dirt. An overall
maintenance is required if necessary.

5.5 Belt Tension
(1) Check all drive belts for excessive
Adjustment

wear, abrasion and break. When one belt in a
set requires replacement, always install a new
matched set of belts. Never replace just the
worn belt. If only the worn belt is replaced,
the new belt will carry all the load.
(2) Measure the belt deflection. Apply a
force of 110 N vertically to the belt between
the driving and driven pulleys. The normal
deflection of the belt should be 14~20 mm.
(3) Adjust belt tension as required, see Fig

Fig 5-21a Loosen The Retaining Bold
on The Slotted Bracket.

5-21a to Fig 5-21c for the procedure.

Fig 5-21c Tighten The Bolt After
Adjustment.

Fig 5-21b Move The Alternator Inward
or Outward to Get Correct Adjustment.
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6 Maintenance
6.1 Maintenance As Needed
6.1.1 Cooling System Cleaning
—————————————————————————————————————
Warning！
At operating temperature, the engine coolant is hot and under pressure.
Steam can cause personal injury.
Check the coolant level only after the engine has been stopped and the filler
cap is cool enough to remove with your bare hand.
Remove the cooling system filler cap slowly to relieve pressure.
Cooling system additive (anti-rust) contains alkali. To prevent personal injury, avoid contact
with the skin and eyes.
——————————————————————————————————————
(1) Loosen the radiator filler
cap slowly to relieve pressure and
remove the cap.

Fig 6-1

(2) Remove the drain plug.
(3) Remove the drain plug for water jacket of
cylinder block. Remove the drain plugs for oil
cooler of transmission and water-cooled air
compressor if equipped. Drain up coolant in the

Fig 6-2

cooling system.
(4) Install all drain plugs. Fill the cooling
system with commercially available cleaner or
the mixture of 1 kg NaHSO4 per 40L clean water.
Start and run the engine for 30 minutes. Stop the
engine and drain the cleaner. Flush the cooling
system with clean water until the draining water
is clear. Do not run the engine during flushing.

Fig 6-3

(5) Install all drain plugs. Fill the system with neutral solution or the mixture of 250 g
Na2CO3+10H2O per 40L water.
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(6) Start and run the engine for 10 minutes. Stop the engine and drain the neutral solution.
(7) Flush the cooling system with clean water until the draining water is clear. Do not run the
engine during flushing.
(8) Install all drain plugs.
(9) Fill the system with clean water. Start and run the engine for 10 minutes, then drain the water.
Repeat the above steps this until the draining water is clear.
(10) Make a correct mixture of want, antifreeze and antirust additive according to Section 4.3 by
considering expected lowest ambient temperature.
(11) Fill the cooling system no faster than 19L per minute to avoid air blocks.
6.1.2 Air Filter Maintenance
A. Air filter
—————————————————————————————————————
Warning!
For safety, service the air filter only when the engine stops.
—————————————————————————————————————
(1) Service the air filter when the red
piston locks in the visible position.

Fig 6-4
Fig 6-4
(2) Remove the upper part of the
filter (primary filter).
(3) Blow off dirt on the filter
with pressure air.

Fig 6-5

(4) Remove the filter cover and
element.

Fig 6-6
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(5) Seal the turbocharger air
inlet to prevent dirt from entering.

Fig 6-7

(6) Clean insides of the air filter cover
and body.
(7) Check the filter element for dirt and
damage.
(8) Remove the seal from turbocharger
.
air inlet.
.
(9) Install undamaged clean element
.
and make sure
. a sound seal at both ends.

Fig 6-8

.
(10) Install the air filter cover.

Fig 6-9
.

(11) Reset the service indicator.

Fig 6-10

(12) Install the lower body to the
upper body and tighten the clamp
bolts.

1.Safety element 2.Main paper element
3. Connection for exhaust jet pipe
4.Primary air filter
5.Dust collector chamber
6.Service indicator
Fig 6-11
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B Clean Air Filter Element
—————————————————————————————————————
Warning!
When use pressure air for cleaning, make sure to have protective measures for protecting
yourself. The maximum air pressure must not exceed 205 kPa for cleaning purpose.
When using pressure water for cleaning, the maximum pressure should not be higher than
280 kPa to avoid damage of the element.
Do not clean filter elements by bumping or tapping.
Do not use the filter elements with damaged pleats, gaskets or seals. Engine damage could
result.
—————————————————————————————————————
Dry filter elements can be cleaned with pressure air, pressure water or detergent washing. Have
spare elements on hand for use when cleaning the used filter elements.
Clean filter element with pressure air no higher than 205 kPa：

Fig 6-12b Direct pressure air along the length
of the pleats and clean outside of filter element.
Inspect the filter element.

Fig 6-12a Direct pressure air along the
length of the pleats and clean inside of
filter element.

Clean filter element with clean pressure water no higher than 280 kPa:

Fig 6-13a Direct pressure water along
length of the pleats and clean inside of
the filter element.

Fig 16-13b Direct pressure water along the length
of the pleats and clean outside of filter element.
Dry and inspect the filter element with air.

Clean filter element with non-sudsy detergent:
(1) Wash the element in warm water and nonsudsy household detergent.
(2) Flush the element with clean pressure water.
(3) Dry the filter element with air and inspect it for
damage and defect.
Fig 6-14
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C. Filter element inspection

Fig 6-15b Wrap and store the clean
filter element in a clean, dry place.

Fig 6-15a Insert a light inside of the clean, dry
element. If any rips, tears or damage are found
in the element, discard the element.
6.1.3 Fuel Filter
.
A. Maintainance
of primary fuel filter if equipped
(1) Stop the engine.
(2) Shut off the supply valve of fuel tank.
(3) Loosen the nut ① on the primary filter cap and
remove the filter housing③.
(4) Remove filter element ② and wash it and the cap
B. Replace
secondary
fuel filter
in clean
nonflammable
solvent.
(5) Reinstall the filter element.

Fig 6-16

B. Replacement of secondary fuel filter

Fig 6-17b Clean the gasket sealing surface
of the filter base. Make sure all of the old
gasket is removed.

Fig 6-17a Remove and discard the filter
(right hand thread)

Fig 6-17c Apply clean diesel fuel to the
new fuel filter gasket

Fig 6-17d Install new filter. Spin the filter until
gasket contacts the filter base. Tighten the filter
1/2~3/4 turn by hand.
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C. Priming the fuel system
(1) Move the fuel control linkage to
“OFF” position.
(2) Open the vent valve on the fuel
injection pump housing.

Fig 6-18

Fig 6-20

Fig 6-19

(3) Operate the priming pump until the flow of fuel from the vent valve is continuous and free of air
bubbles.
(4) Close the vent valve and lock up the priming pump.
(5) Start the engine. If the engine continues to misfires or smoke, further prime fuel system.
—————————————————————————————————————
Warning!
If only one wrench is used to loosen or tighten the fuel line nuts, fuel injection
nozzles can be permanently damaged by twisting. Use one wrench to hold the nozzle
and another to loosen the nut.
—————————————————————————————————————

(6) Loosen the fuel line nuts on the cylinder
head. Crank the engine until the fuel flows free
of air bubbles.
(7) Tighten the fuel line nuts to 40±7Nm.

Fig 6-21
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6.2 Maintenance Schedule
Maintenance schedule for SC11CB engine covers various level maintenances, such as daily
maintenance, periodical maintenances of very 50 operating hours, every 250 operating hours,
every500 operating hours, every 1000 operating hours and every 2000 operating hours. Maintenance
interval can be shortened or extended depending on engine operation conditions such as load,
operation surroundings and operator’s experience.
Maintenance as planned in proper manner can keep engine in good condition, extend engine
service life and reduce failures, thus ensuring an effective, safe and economic operation.
Maintenance period

Daily or Every 8 operating hours

Every 50 operating hours

Every 250 operating hours

Every 500 operating hours

Every 1000 operating hours

Every 2000 operating hours

Content of maintenance
A. Check around engine
B Check oil level in crankcase.
C. Check fuel tank.
D. Check air filter service indicator.
E. Check coolant level.
Perform item A through item E
F. Check dust collector cup.
G. Check battery electrolyte level.
Perform item A through item G
H. Check alternator and fan pulley and belt.
I. Replace oil and oil filter.
J. Check crankcase breather.
K. Check cooling system and add water,
and anti-freeze additive.
L. Check valve lash.
Perform item A through item L
M. Fuel filter.
N. Check fan bearing.
Perform item A through item N
O. Check fuel control linkage.
P. Check engine shut off device.
Perform item A through item P
Q. Check and adjust valve lash, and
observe valve rotation.
R. Replace coolant.
S. Check fuel nozzles.
T. Check thermostat.

Note: The later level maintenance is performed based on the completion of the previous ones. Such
as when performing maintenance for every 500 operating hours, first finish maintenance for daily,
every 50 operating hours and every 250 operating hours.
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6.3 Daily Maintenance
A. Check around the engine
Have a routine check around the engine everyday before operation, which takes a few minutes or
over 10 minutes. Finding out and removing underlying problems timely can avoid unnecessary repair
or failure in later date. Run the engine at any time after the routine check.
Check the engine and radiator for rag, waste wire, clamp, screw and keep engine clean and tidy.
Check all connections in fuel system, cooling system and lubrication system for leakage and fix
leakage if any
Check the drive belts for fan pulley and alternator for belt tension and crack, and check the guards
for security.
Drain water and sediments in fuel tank everyday to ensure clean fuel to go in fuel system.
Check connections in electrical circuit for loose and conduction, and check battery electrolyte
level.

B. Oil level in crankcase
.(1) Check oil level in crankcase when the
engine stops.
(2) Maintain oil level between FULL and ADD
marks on the dipstick.
(3) Add oil if necessary.
Fig 6-22
C. Fuel tank
Screw off fuel tank drain plug or
turn off valve to drain condensed
water or sediments.

D. Air filter service indicator
Check air filter service indicator. If the red
piston locks in the visible position, it indicates the
filter is dirty and needs service. Service the air
filter as per requirement and procedure specified
in Section 6.12. Replace the filter element when
necessary.

Fig 6-23
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E. Checking coolant level
At operating temperature, the engine coolant is hot
and under pressure. Steam can cause personal injury.
Check the coolant level only after the engine has been
stopped and filler cap is cool enough to remove with
your bare hand.
(1) After the engine is stopped and cool, turn radiator
cap slowly to release pressure, observe and check the
coolant level. Notice: Prevent contacting the coolant
with skin and eyes to avoid personal injury
because anti-rust additive in coolant contains alkali.

Fig 6-24

(2) Maintain the coolant level within10~15mm below
bottom of fill pipe and check sealing gasket for
radiator cover. Replace the gasket when necessary.
6.4 Maintenance Every 50 hours
F. Primary air filter
(1) Remove the upper part of the air
filter (primary air filter)
(2) Blow off dust in the tubes and on the
housing with pressure air.
(3) Install the primary air filter.

Fig 6-25

G. Checking battery electrolyte level
—————————————————————————————————————
Warning!
Do not smoke when observing the battery electrolyte level. Batteries give off flammable
fumes, which can explode.
Battery electrolyte contains acid, and can cause personal injury if it contacts the skin and
eyes.
—————————————————————————————————————

(1) Clean the top of batteries. Keep all
Fig 6-26

battery terminals clean and coat them with
grease.

Fig 6-26
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(2) Remove all filler caps and check
electrolyte levels. Maintain the electrolyte
levels below the filler bottom. Add electrolyte
if the levels are low and add distilled water as
specified in battery application instruction.
Fig 6-27

（3）Install the filler cover.

6－28

6.5 Maintenance Every 250 Operating Hours
Fig 6-28
H. Drive belts of alternator and fan
Check belts for excessive wear, abrasive and broken. When one belt in a set requires replacement,
always install a new matched set of belts. Never replace just the worn belt. If only the worn belt is
replaced, the new belt will carry all load.
Measure the belts deflection. Apply a force of 110 N vertically to the belt between the driving and
driven pulleys. The normal deflection of the belt should be 14~20 mm. Adjust if necessary. Refer to
Section 5.5 for adjustment procedure.
I. Oil and fuel filters replacement
—————————————————————————————————————
Warning!
Take care when draining oil and replacing oil filter. The skin can burn if touching hot oil,
cylinder block and components.
Do not drain oil when the engine is cold, for suspended particulates that have settled down
and adhered to the bottom of the oil pan cannot drain with the oil. It is easy for particulates to
drain with oil when oil is warm.
—————————————————————————————————————

(1) Remove oil drain plug and drain oil
when the engine has been stopped but still
warm.
Fig 6-29
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(2) Clean off the dirt on the oil filter first,
and then remove the oil filter with tool and
discard the filter.

Fig 6-30
(3) Clean the oil filter base. Make sure all
old gasket is removed. Failure to do so will
result in poor seal.

Fig 6-31
(4) Install a new oil filter. Spin the filter
until its gasket contacts the base and then
further spin by 3/4 turn with tool.
(5) Clean the surface of the oil pan for oil
drain plug and install the plug.

Fig 6-32
(6) Open the filler and add clean oil with
specification specified in Section 4.2.
Oil volume required by SC11CB diesel engine
27.5 L

Fig 6-33
(7) Move fuel throttle to OFF position. Crank
the engine until fuel pressure meter indicates
pressure. Move the throttle to ON position and
start the engine.
(8) Stop the engine. Check and Maintain oil
until the oil level reaches FULL mark.
Fig 6-34
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J. Crankcase breather
(1) Loosen the breather hose clamp and remove
the hose.

Fig 6-35
(2) Loosen bolts for holding the breather and
remove the breather.

Fig 6-36
(3) Check sealing gasket and replace it if
necessary.
(4) Clean the breather with clean, nonflammable
solvent and dry it.
(5) Install the breather.
(6) Install the hose and hose clamp on the
breather.
Fig 6-37
K. Cooling system-----Adding required water and antirust.
Warning!
At operation temperature, engine coolant is hot and under pressure.
Steam will cause personal injury.
Check the coolant level only when the engine has been stopped and the filler cap is cool
enough to remove with your bare hand.
Loosen the filler cap slowly to release pressure.
Coolant additive (anti-rust) contains alkali. To prevent personal injury, avoid contacting
coolant with skin and eyes.
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(1) Loosen the radiator filler cap slowly to release
pressure and then remove it.
(2) Add required water, anti-rust and anti-freeze
additive into the cooling system. For the appropriate
concentration of coolant antirust, refer to the
instruction of the antirust manufacturer.
(3) Check filler cap gasket and replace if
necessary.
(4) Install the filler cap.

Fig 6-38

L. Valve lash
For a new or overhauled engine, first valve lash checking should be performed after 250
operating hours in order to adjust and correct initial changes of valve lashes. Regular checking and
adjustment can be carried out after 2000 operating hours or when necessary.
(1).Checking valve lashes
Check valve lashes after the engine has been stopped and cooled down. Refer to Section 5.1 for
specific procedure.
(2) Adjust valve lashes until they reach required values:
Intake……………………0.38mm±0.07mm
Exhaust……………………0.64mm±0.07mm
(3) Observe valve rotation. Check and replace valve rotator assemblies when they fail to work
properly. Use the tool sent with the engine to remove and install the valve rotating devices.
6.6 Maintenance Every 500 Operating Hours
M. Fuel filter
Clean primary fuel filter and replace secondary
fuel filter according to the requirement in Section
6.1.3.
Fig 6-39

N. Fan drive bearing
Apply proper Lithium -based grease to
lubricating jet in fan drive bracket.

Fig 6-40

.
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6.7 Maintenance Every 1000 Operating Hours
O. Engine shutoff controls
Engine shutoff controls must be checked periodically so that they function properly when required. To
prevent damage to the engine while performing the test, only personnel can perform the checks.
6.8 Maintenance Every 2000 Operating Hours
P. Check and adjust valve lash, and observe valve rotation
Refer to Section 5.1 for specific procedure.
Q. Replace coolant
Replace the coolant every 2000 operating hours or every 2 years unless otherwise specified in
manufacturer’s instruction of antifreeze and antirust additive used.
—————————————————————————————————————
Warning!
At operation temperature, engine coolant is hot and under pressure.
Steam will cause personal injury.
Check coolant level only when the engine has been stopped and the filler cap is cool
enough to remove with your bare hand.
Loosen the filler cap slowly to release pressure.
Coolant additive (anti-rust) contains alkali. To prevent personal injury, avoid contacting
coolant with skin and eyes.
————————————————————————————————————
(1) Loosen the radiator filler cap to
release pressure and remove it.

Fig 6-41

(2) Remove the drain plug of the
radiator.

Fig 6-42
(3) Remove the engine drain plug.
Also remove drain plugs of cooler and air
compressor if equipped. Drain up coolant
in the cooling system.
(4) Clean cooling system in the way specifie
Fig 6-43
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(4) Clean cooling system in the way specified in Section 6.1.1
(5) Select additive, make coolant mixture and add into the engine cooling system.
Required coolant volume of SC11CB diesel engine
20 L (Only for engine)
(6) Maintain the coolant level within 10~15 mm below the filler pipe bottom.
(7) Start the engine without the filler cap on and check the coolant level when it is stable and then
add coolant if necessary.
(8) Stop the engine and install the filler cap. Then check and tighten all the drain plugs again.
R. Injection nozzles
Unless it is necessary, do not remove injection nozzles or high-pressure fuel pipe assemblies from
the engine to avoid dirt and dust entering the fuel system.
If you suspect that a certain injection nozzle(s) doesn’t work properly and causes the engine to
smoke, knock, have significant drop of power or run roughly, you can find out the injection nozzle
injector(s) with defects by letting each injection nozzle stop working, one at a time. Be sure to take
proper measure to prevent splashed fuel from burning or injuring operators during the test.
Check and service injection nozzles as specified in Section 5.3 by experienced personnel at a site
that is suitable to do such work.
S. Thermostat
Check thermostat periodically and replace it when necessary to enable the engine cooling system to
maintain normal working temperature so as to prolong the engine service life.
Thermostat Parameter:
Opening temperature
Full opening temperature
Lift

79℃
91℃
9.5mm

Before removing or replacing the thermostat,
drain part of coolant until the coolant level below
the thermostat housing.
(1) Disconnect radiator inlet hose ① from
the water outlet pipe of the engine ②.
(2) Remove the pipe②.
(3) Remove the thermostat ③ and gasket.
Clean the surface for gasket.

Fig 6-44
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—————————————————————————————————————
Notice!
Wrong installation of thermostat will cause engine overheat and damage to cylinder head.
Make sure that a new thermostat is installed in due place and the vent hole for thermostat is
through.
—————————————————————————————————————
(4) Check the thermostat for opening and closing properly. A new thermostat and gasket should be
applied if old thermostat fails to work properly or has operated for over 2000 hours.
(5) Install the pipe ② and connect it to the radiator inlet pipe with the hose assembly ①.
(6) Add some coolant mixture with the same specification as in the cooling system to the level of
10~15 mm below filter bottom or proper level shown by a liquid level indicator if equipped. Add the
coolant no faster than 19 L per minute to prevent air block.
—————————————————————————————————————
Notice!
To prevent the engine from being damaged, do not add coolant to overheated engine. Be
sure to cool the engine down first and then add coolant.
—————————————————————————————————————
(7) Start and run the engine without the filler cap on to let coolant temperature go up, the thermostat
open and the coolant level stay stable. Check for leakage and thermostat working temperature.
(8) Check coolant level and add some more correct coolant mixture if necessary.
(9) Check the filler cap gasket and replace it if damaged.
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7 Troubleshooting
7.1 General Requirement
Operator or service personnel should be patient and observes carefully to understand the feature,
cause and natural of problem when engine fails to operate. Stop engine immediately for checking
when a problem has effect on safe and normal engine operation. Run engine without load and at low
speed for careful observation analysis if a problem is not serious enough to affect personal safety and
the cause of the problem cannot be found out immediately.
Remember that a problem is usually caused by several factors. Only a detail and comprehensive
analysis can quickly find out the root cause and then appropriate measures can be taken to solve the
problem.
This list below will only give an indication of where a possible problem can be, and what repairs
are needed. Normally, more or other repair work is needed beyond the recommendations in the list
according to real problem. Do not repair engine before you have a clear picture of the cause and
natural of a problem. Do not repair engine if you are not familiar with the operation and maintenance
of engine.
When there occurs a major problem or engine needs a thorough repair, send engine to a qualified
repair shop and do not perform repair at operation site.
7.2 Troubleshooting Index
Common problems
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Trouble
Engine will not turn when start
switch is on
Engine will not start
Misfiring or running rough
Stall at low speed
Not enough power
Too much vibration
Loud combustion noise
Oil in coolant
Mechanical noise (knock) in engine
Too high fuel consumption
Loud noise from valve train
Much valve lash
Oil at the exhaust
Little or no valve lash

NO.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Trouble
Engine has early wear
Coolant in lube oil
Too much black smoke
Too much white or blue smoke
Oil pressure low
Oil consumption too high
Coolant temperature too high
Exhaust temperature too high
Start motor does not turn
Alternator gives no charge
Alternator charge rate is low or not
normal
Alternator charge too high
Alternator has abnormal sound

Problem 1 Engine will not turn when start switch is on
No.
Cause
Remedy
1
Battery has low output
Check the battery for charging or replace it.
Wires or switches have defect
Check wires or switch touching points for loose. Polish
2
wires and switches by abrading paper if they are in poor
connection or replace them if necessary.
Inside problem prevents engine
If crankshaft cannot be turned after the drive
crankshaft from turning
equipment is disconnected, turn the crankshaft
manually with barring tools to check if the crankshaft
3
or connecting rod bearings are seized, or pistons are
seized, or if camshaft timing-gear is not properly
installed.
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Problem 2 Engine will not start
No.

Cause
Air in fuel line

1
2
3
4
5
6

Dirt in fuel filter causing high
resistance
Dirt in fuel line or line broken
Fuel has “Cloud Point” higher
than atmospheric temperature
(“Cloud Point”=temperature
which makes wax form in fuel)
Wrong injection timing
Starting motor does not turn

Remedy
Check connection of fuel inlet pipe for loose and tighten
it if necessary. Loosen breed valve on the fuel injection
pump, and pump fuel with priming pump till the flow of
fuel free of air.
Install a new fuel filter.
Clean or install new fuel line as necessary
Drain fuel tank and filter. Choose fuel with proper
quality and brand as per section 4.1 and fill the
tank. Remove air in fuel system with the priming
pump and vent valve.
Check and adjust injection timing as per Section 5.2
Check starting motor wires. Refer to item 23 for
removing problems if any.

Problem 3 Misfiring or running rough
No.
1

Cause
Air in fuel system
Fuel pressure low

2

3

Leak or break at connector(s) of
fuel line between fuel injection
pump and fuel injection nozzle.
Defects in fuel injection
pump(s) or injector (s)

4

5

Wrong injection timing
Wrong valve lash

6

7

Push rod(s) bent or damaged

Remedy
Find air leak into the fuel system and correct. Remove air
from fuel system with the priming pump.
Make sure there is fuel in the tank. Look for leaks or bad
bends in the fuel line between fuel tank and fuel transfer
pump. Look for air in the fuel system. Check fuel
pressure at the fuel injection pump housing if possible. If
fuel pressure at high idle is lower than 105 kPa, install a
new filter element. If fuel pressure is still low, check for
clog in the system or replace the fuel filter if necessary.
Check the check valve in fuel transfer pump and replace
it if necessary.
Tighten the connector(s) or replace with new ones if
thread(s) damaged.
Run engine at rpm that gives maximum misfiring or
rough running. Then loosen a fuel line nut on the fuel
injection nozzle for each cylinder, one at a time. Find the
cylinder where loosening the fuel line nut dose not
change the way the engine runs. Then test the fuel
injection pump and fuel injection nozzle for that
cylinder. Install new parts where needed. Be sure to
cover the loosened nut to prevent fuel splashes and cause
fire or personal injury during test.
Make adjustment to timing as per Section 5.2.
Check rocker arms, push rods, valves and valve seat
inserts for abnormal wear if there are significant valve
lash changes. Repair or replace relevant parts as
necessary. Check and adjust the valve lash as specified in
Section 5.1.
Replacement of push rod is necessary.
Install new push rod and adjust valve lash.
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Problem 4 Stall at low speed
No.

Cause
Idle rpm set too low

1
Defect in fuel injection
pump(s)

2

Remedy
Idle speed for C6121 engine is usually set at 750 rpm. It
can be set differently for special applications. Too low
idle speed will cause rough running and misfiring. Adjust
screw for idle speed on the governor housing if such
problem presents.
Run engine at rpm that gives maximum misfiring or
rough running. Then loosen a fuel line nut on the fuel
injection pump for each cylinder, one at a time. Find the
cylinder where loosening the fuel line nut dose not
change the way the engine runs. Then test the fuel pump
and fuel delivery valve of the pump for that cylinder.
Install new parts where needed or replace with a new fuel
injection pump if necessary. Send the fuel injection
pump with defects to a professional repair shop for
repair.

Problem 5 Not enough power
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Cause
Air in the fuel system
Leak in line between fuel
injection pump and injection
nozzle
Insufficient fuel or poor quality
fuel or water in fuel
Fuel pressure low
Fuel Delivery valves open or
closed
Air inlet resistance too high

6
Leaks in air intake system
7
8
9
10
11
12

Governor linkage travel
insufficient
Wrong valve lash
Wrong fuel injection timing
Fuel quantity control set too low
Turbocharger has carbon
deposits or recesses caused
by collision due to various
reasons.

Remedy
Find out air leak in the fuel system and correct. Remove
air from fuel system.
Find out leaks and tighten loosening nut, replace
damaged parts.
Make sure there is sufficient clean fuel in the tank. Drain
water and deposits in the tank. Replace with clean fuel if
necessary.
Check and adjust as described in Item 2 of Problem 3.
Find out the fuel delivery valve with defects by making
each cylinder to stop working, one at a time. Refer to
Item 4 of Problem 3 for inspection. Replace defective or
damaged parts with new ones.
Check the air filter and service the indicator. An air filter
needs service when the red piston locks in the visible
position.
Check the pressure in the air inlet line between the
compressor and air intake manifold for leakage source
and remove leakage if any.
Make adjustment to linkage to get full travel. Install new
parts where needed.
Check and adjust as described in Item 6 of Problem 3.
Check and adjust timing.
Make adjustment as specified.
Make inspection and repair turbocharger. Replace as
necessary.
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Problem 6 Too much vibration
No.
1
2

Cause
Bolts or nuts holding
pulley or damper loose
Pulley or damper has a defect
Fan blade not in balance

3
4
5

Engine supports are loose, worn
or have a defect
Misfiring or running rough

Remedy
Tighten bolts or nuts.
Install a new pulley or damper.
Loosen or remove fan belts and operate engine for a
short time at the rpm that the vibration was present. If
vibration is not present, make a replacement of the fan
assembly or fan drive bearing.
Tighten all mounting bolts. Install new components if
necessary.
Make reference to Problem 3.

Problem 7 Loud combustion noise
No.
1

Cause
Poor fuel quality
Defects in fuel delivery valves
of injection pump

2

3

Wrong fuel injection timing

Remedy
Drain fuel from tank and install new fuel filter element.
Fill the fuel tank with clean fuel of good quality.
Run engine at rpm that gives maximum combustion
noise. Then loosen a fuel line nut on the fuel injection
pump for each cylinder, one at a time. Find the cylinder
where loosening the fuel line nut does not emit
combustion noise. Then check the plunger couple and
fuel delivery valve for that cylinder. Install new parts
where needed.
Make Adjustment to timing.

Problem 8 Oil in coolant
No.
1
2

Cause
Oil cooler core damaged
Defects in cylinder head gasket

Remedy
Install a new core.
Install a new gasket.

Problem 9 Mechanical noise in engine
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Cause
Worn connecting rod bearing
Worn crankshaft trust plate
Damage to timing gear
Damage to crankshaft
Valve(s) contacts with piston(s)

Remedy
Check crankpin bearing and crankpin surface for surface
condition and install new parts where needed.
Check for endplay and replace the plate when necessary.
Install new parts when needed.
Replace the crankshaft
Check valve spring(s), and valve lock(s) for malfunction.
Check and adjust valve lash.
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Problem 10 Too high fuel consumption
No.
1
2
3

Cause
Leaks in fuel system
Fuel consumption and
combustion abnormal
Wrong fuel injection timing

Remedy
Inspect the fuel system for leaks and make repairs as
necessary.
Small increases in fuel consumption may be caused by
result of fuel nozzles with defects, rough running, or
factors causing power loss. See Problem 3 and
Problem 6.
Make adjustment to the specified fuel injection timing.

Problem 11 Loud noise from valves or valve operating components compartment
No.
1
2
3

Cause
Damage to valve spring(s) or
valve lock(s)
Damage to camshaft
Damage to tappet(s) or push
rod(s)
Not enough lubrication in valve
compartment

4
5

Damage to valve

Remedy
Make replacement of spring(s), valve(s) and valve
lock(s) where needed.
Replace the camshaft and clean the engine thoroughly.
Install new parts where necessary and check and ensure
valves moving freely.
Check lubrication in valve compartment. There must
be a strong flow of oil at high rpm, but only a
small flow of oil at low rpm. Oil passages must be
clean, especially those sending oil to the cylinder
head.
Replace the valve(s) and make adjustment.

Problem 12 Too much valve lash
No.
1

Cause
Too much valve lash
Not enough lubrication

2
3
4
5
6

Rocker arm(s) worn at face that
contacts valve
Worn top face(s) of valve stem
Worn push rod(s)
Worn tappet(s)
Damage to tappet(s)

7
Worn cam(s)
8

Remedy
Make an adjustment as specified
Check lubrication in valve compartment. There must be a
strong flow of oil at engine high rpm, but only a small
flow of oil at low rpm. Oil passages must be clean,
especially those sending oil to the cylinder head.
If there is too much wear, install new rocker arms. Make
adjustment to valve lash.
If there is too much wear, install new valve(s). Make
adjustment to valve lash.
If there is too much wear, install new push rod(s). Make
adjustment to valve lash.
If there is too much wear, install new tappet(s). Make
adjustment to valve lash.
Install new tappets. Check camshaft for wear and check
the valves for not moving freely or bent. Clean the
engine thoroughly and make adjustment to valve lash.
Check for valve lash. Check valve(s) for not moving
freely or bent. Check the tappets for damage. Install a
new camshaft and make adjustment to valve lash.
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Problem 13 Oil at the exhaust
No.
1
2
3
4

Cause
Too much lubricant in valve
compartment
Worn valve guide(s)
Worn piston ring(s)
Running engine at low idle too
long

Remedy
Look at both ends of the rocker arm shaft. Make sure that
there is a plug in each end.
Reconditioning of the cylinder head is needed. Replace
the valve guide(s).
Make a visual inspection of the piston rings. Install new
parts if necessary.
Do not idle the engine for too long time.

Problem 14 Little or no valve lash
No.
1
2

Cause
Valve seat(s) or valve face(s)
worn
Valve rotator malfunction

Remedy
Reconditioning of the cylinder head is needed. Make
adjustment to valve lash.
Observe valve movement when engine running at low
idle. Replace valve rotator assembly(s) with malfunction.

Problem 15 Engine has an early wear
No.
1
2

Cause
Too much dirt in lube oil
Leaks in intake manifold
Fuel in lube oil

3
4

Damage to air filter or air filter
not installed

Remedy
Drain up dirty lube oil. Install a new oil filter element.
Fill the engine with good clean fuel.
Inspect all gaskets and connections. Make repairs if leaks
are present.
This will cause high fuel consumption and low engine oil
pressure. Make repairs if leaks are present. Install new
parts where needed.
Install a good air filter. Engine will have very early
wear without air filter installed or with air filter but
without filter element.

Problem 16 Coolant in lube oil
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Cause
Damage to oil cooler core
Damage to cylinder head gasket
Cracks or defects in cylinder head
Cracks and defects in cylinder
block
Damage to cylinder liner seal(s)
No anti-freezing additive in
coolant

Remedy
Install a new core
Install a new gasket. Tighten all head bolts as specified.
Install a new cylinder head
Install a cylinder block
Replace the seal(s)
Make correct coolant with proper percentage of antifreezing additive as per lowest surrounding temperature.
Refer to Section 4.3 for correct coolant.
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Problem 17 Too much black or gray smoke
No.
1
2
3
4

Cause
Not enough air for combustion
Bad fuel injection nozzle
Wrong fuel injection timing
Wrong valve lash and poor valve
seal

Remedy
Check air filter for restrictions. Check intake
manifold for air pressure. Inspect turbocharger for
function.
Test all nozzles. Install new nozzle(s) where needed.
Make adjustment to timing
Make adjustment to valve lash. Check valve seal and
remove any defects.

Problem 18 Too much white or blue smoke
No.

Cause
Too much lube oil in engine

1
2
3
4
5
6

Misfiring or running rough
Wrong fuel injection timing
Worn valve guides
Worn piston ring(s)
Damage to turbocharger seal(s)

Remedy
Remove extra oil. Find where extra oil comes from. Put
correct amount of oil in engine. Do not put too much oil
in engine.
Make reference to Problem 3.
Check and adjust timing.
Reconditioning of cylinder head is needed.
Install new piston ring(s).
Check intake manifold for lube oil. Repair turbocharger
when necessary.

Problem 19 Oil pressure Low
No.
1

Cause
Defects in oil pressure indicator
Very dirty oil filter or oil cooler

2
Diesel fuel in lube oil
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Too much clearance between
rocker arm and rocker arm shaft
Defects in oil pump suction pipe
Relief valve of oil pump dose not
operate properly
Defects in oil pump
Too much clearance between
camshaft and camshaft bearing(s)
Too much clearance between
crankshaft and main bearing(s)
Too much clearance in idler gear
bearing
Cooling jet(s) for piston not
installed

Remedy
Install a new oil indicator
Check the operation of bypass valve of the filter. Install
new oil filter if needed. Clean the oil cooler or install
new oil cooler core. Drain dirty oil and put clean oil
in the engine.
Find the place where diesel fuel gets into the lube oil.
Make repairs as needed. Drain the lube oil that has diesel
fuel in it. Install a new engine oil filter element. Put clean
oil in the engine.
Check lubrication in valve compartment. Install parts as
necessary.
Replace pipe if necessary.
Clean relief valve and housing, and install new parts
when necessary.
Repair oil pump or replace oil pump when necessary.
Install new camshaft and camshaft bearing if necessary.
Check for wear and install new parts if necessary.
Inspect bearings and make replacement as necessary.
Install piston cooling jet(s).
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Problem 20 Oil consumption too high
No.

Cause
Too much lube oil in engine

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Oil leaks
Oil temperature too high
Too much oil in valve
compartment
Worn valve guide
Worn piston ring(s) and liner(s)
Damage to turbocharger sealing
ring

Remedy
Remove extra oil. Find where extra oil comes from. Put
correct amount of oil in engine. Do not put too much oil
in engine.
Find out all oil leaks. Repair if needed.
Check operation of engine oil cooler. Install new parts if
necessary. Clean oil cooler core.
Make reference to Problem 13.
Reconditioning cylinder head and replace valve guide.
Install new parts when necessary.
Check air intake manifold for oil from the compressor of
turbocharger and repair turbocharger when necessary.

Problem 21 Engine coolant too hot
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Cause
Restriction to air flow through
radiator or restriction to coolant
flow through radiator
Not enough coolant in cooling
system
Radiator pressure cap has a defect
Combustion gases in coolant
Defects in thermostat or
temperature indicator
Defects in water pump
Too much load in cooling system
Wrong fuel injection timing
Dirt in radiator, restriction in
wind flow
Fan belt loose or damage to belt

10

Remedy
Remove all restriction to flow.
Add coolant to cooling system.
Check operation of pressure cap. Install a new
pressure cap if necessary.
Find out where gases get into cooling system. Make
repair as necessary.
Check thermostat for operation. Check temperature
indicator for operation. Install new parts as necessary.
Repair when necessary.
Reduce load.
Make adjustment to timing.
Clean the radiator. Replace the radiator as necessary.
Adjust drive belt tension. Replace with new belt when
necessary. When one belt in a set requires replacement,
always install a new matched set of belts. Never replace
just the worn belt. If only the worn belt is replaced, the
new belt will carry all load.

Problem 22 Exhaust temperature too high
No.

Cause
Leaks in intake system

1
2
3
4

Leaks in exhaust system
Restriction in air intake and
exhaust system
Wrong fuel injection timing

Remedy
Check air intake manifold for air pressure. Check air
cleaner for restrictions. Make repairs for all leaks.
Service the air filter or replace the filter element.
Find out the cause of leaks. Make repairs if necessary.
Remove restriction and maintain the intake and exhaust
system clean and through.
Make adjustment to timing.
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Problem 23 Starting motor does not turn
No.
1
2
3
4

Cause
Not enough output from battery
Poor contact in the wires or
switches
Defects in the starting motor
solenoid
Defects in the starting motor

Remedy
Check battery for condition. Charge battery or make
replacement as necessary.
Repair or replace as necessary.
Install a new solenoid.
Repair or replace the starting motor.

Problem 24 Alternator gives no charge
No.
1
2
3

Cause
Loose drive belt for alternator
Poor connections in charging and
ground circuits or battery
connections
Defect in rotor (field coil)

Remedy
Make adjustment to put correct tension on drive belt.
Inspect all cables and connection. Clean and tighten all
connections. Make replacement of parts with defects.
Install a new rotor.

Problem 25 Alternator charge rate is low or not regular
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Cause
Drive belt for alternator loose
Poor connections in charging and
grounding circuits or battery
connection
Alternator regulator has a defect
Rectifier diodes have a defect
Rotor (field coil) has a defect

Remedy
Make adjustment and correct tension on the drive.
Inspection all cables and connections. Clean and tighten
all connections. Make replacement of parts with defects.
Install a new alternator regulator.
Replace the rectifier diodes with defects.
Install a new rotor.

Problem 26 Alternator charge too high
No.
1
2

Cause
Alternator or regulator has loose
connections
Alternator regulator has a defect

Problem 27 Alternator has noise
No.
Cause
Worn or damaged drive belt of
1
alternator
Alternator drive belt loose
2

3
4
5
6

Drive belt and drive pulley for
alternator are not in alignment
Worn bearing
Bent armature or rotor shaft
Shorted rectifiers in the alternator

Remedy
Tighten all connections to alternator or alternator
regulator.
Install a new alternator regulator.
Remedy
Install a new alternator drive belt.
Check alternator pulley for the condition of the key and
key groove. If the key and key groove in the pulley are
worn, install a new key and a new pulley. If the pulley is
installed onto the shaft without key, check the lucking
nut for loose and tight it when necessary
Make adjustment and make drive belt and drive pulley
in alignment in one plane.
Install new bearings in the alternator.
Make a replacement of the parts.
Make replacement of the diode assembly.
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